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~---------~ Celebrating 62 Years In The Tampa

Teacher, 30, Dies
After Brief Illness
SEE STORY ON PAGE 14

INSIDE THIS EDITION
·.

Summer Job Fair
Planned -For.Teens
SEE PAGE 9

Healthy Life Is
Wilking Club's Goal
SEE PAGE 16

Arrest Made In
Hit And Run Death
SEE PAGE 31

Brothers Shot
iii After Night Out
SEE PAGE 31

PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE
OBAMA VISITS TAMPA
Presidential candidate Barack Obama
greeted 2,000 residents Sunday afternoon in
the park outside the Cuban Club. Earlier in the
day, the popular Democrat met with about 100
people who paid $2,300 to chat with him. On
his first visit to Tampa, former State S~nator
Les Miller and ,.Tampa City Council Chailwqman
Gwen Miller escort Obama into the $25 per
person event. See story on page 3. (Photograph
by Jerry Brunson)
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Commissioner Urges
Task Force To Make 40th
Street Top Priority

._.~ eveloper

Optimisti.c About
·Proposed East Tampa Project.

c

Although he was not on the
agenda to appear, County
Commissioner Kevin White
addressed the Transportation Task Force Committee
during their Monday meeting.
Of concern to Commissioner White was the
future of 'the 40th Street
widening project.
"Currently, there is a $3
million to $6 million shortfall to complete the widening
of 40th Street. That is mostly due to the escalating costs
of fuel and production costs."
Commissioner White
also said there is still more
right-of-way acquisitions
that need to be made.
"I want to make sure the
Task Force keeps the future
of 40th Street their top priority. I want them to find a
way to get the funding so the
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SAM KINSEY

BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff :Writer
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NAVPREEET RANDWAHA
.... feels better after meeting
with residents.

ALBARNES
...still opposes project

•••supports project

with me and look at my completed project on Sheldon
Road. I told them about all
the .amenities and I want
them to see the inside and
judge for themselve.s."
Randhawa said all the
rumors and misinformation
was dealt with at the meeting
and laid to rest.
"I really felt good about
that, because I think that
misinformation left many of
the residents very upset.
"I feel I have more community support than before. The
entire 3-acre site will be landscaped and managed by a
Homeowner's Association for
· the project. Once everyone listened to the real facts, every-

COMMISSIONER
KEVIN WHITE

thing went well."
project can be completed."
Randhawa said in terms of
Commissioner White
community support, he's more
was
first involved with the
Developer Navpreet
confident going into the April
project
as a Tampa City .
Randhawa left a meeting
26th meeting before the
Councilman.
Thursday night more optiTampa City Council.
Reporter Leon ]1. Crews
mistic about his proposed pro"The project will be done in
can
be ·reached at (813)
ject.
three phases. In the first
248-0724,
or e-mailed ·at
Randhawa met with the
phase, 8 units will be conleott@flsentinel.
com.
East Tampa Business and
structed and sold, then the
Civic Assoc1ation, the East
next phase will begin. Each
Ta_m pa
Revitalization
phase after that will be a
Partnership, arid residents in
repeat of the first. The entire
the .area of 19th Street and
project will take 3 to 4 years
Palifox where he has proposed
to complete."
building a gated community.
AI Barnes, who initiated a
"' think the meeting went
petition among residents in
The West Tampa Overlay Committee will be meeting April
very well. We .had a good
the area, says as far as he's
19, 2007 at 1803 North Howard Avenue at 6 p.m.
exchange of information. I
concerned, t hey're at an
For more information, call (813) 254-6297.
thought it was a good idea
impasse.
when resi~en~s dec~ded to go
"Some want the project to go
forward, but some of us don't'
want to see the zoning
change. We'll speak out again
at the City Council meeting
• CRIMINAL DEFENSE .on the 26th.
... , .
"I'm concerned about my
• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
neighborhood, and what's
• EMINENT DOMAIN
right for us. We prefer to have
it single-family dwellings
NEW LOCATION
instead of a gated community.
This is just how I feel as an
320 W. Kennedy Blvd. • Suite 720
individuaJ . My wife will go
(813) 2~9-4444
with the group to look at the
• Were You Hurtt
• Need Your Car Fixedl
Fonner AssL Attorney General for Florida
• Need A Good Doctor ~d • Need A Aide To The Doctorl Sheldon Road project."
East Tampa Revitalization
Former Hlllo;boro~gb County Prosecutor
Someone Who Will Property
Friendly and Courteous
Partnership Chairman Sam
The hiring of a lawyer is Wl important decision that should not be based solely upon
·Doaiintnt Your Ca~l
Staff Members
Kinsey said he thought it
adverti sement~ Before you decicde, ask ll~ to send you fret: written information about
~rquulificatioll~ Wld experience.
was a good meeting, and resi_ _ lf·y~..A~swe-:-~d YE$ T~ Any
Tt,ese .
dents expressed themse l~es
. _Ouesti~ns, Then You Need To Call Me Now
and listened to the developer. ·
.I_;.
'
~
. "I think everyone now
.. Having 'a.en In Several AcCidents
1:
understands what's going on .
.~ · ; ...Mw~f. 1 -~now Just What 'To· Do
More people ~arne away from ·
this meeting with a different
f'q Get The Best Results For You"ll
. •. '
view on the proposed project .
~After the meeting was over,
not as many were concerned
about the project as before.
More are willing to consider it
as a viable project"
itandhawa said economically, he thinks the location of
the proposed project works in
favor of the people who will
move into the gated community.
. "I was very ple~sed with the
support fr.om the neighborE~
1~25
hqod ass~ciations. I. thin_k:.
ev~ryone ts h~~oppy that .tlhts
.
:
·
'
. . , -~ ·
project will create a new .tax ·
'
·
#
·
t: •
·,. base, for. ttl~ E~st. 'l:aiPpJL:TIF . .
.
ODe :.
·._(Tax Increment:Fi.nanc~)-..pro:·;.;.;) · The hltll•a bh ~~.~~~~~~-~~ d~~s~o~, ..~ shnukl ~ ~ . , .....ei.Y upoo! ~- a.10n .
/ jfie,t s·.. J·.ala() :feel-.tlh~ r>toj~t· j& .... ': . • you -~d•. ~ -~ ·~ ~"' ~u em )Oriltenonfonlllllon ·~~OIIf~~fflc~IG!w llllh~"-..
'/con~isten.t;witl\ttiw : : :.. : . :-. ·.;·. ·. .·:· . . . .· .. .. .. . ... .·. . .. . .·.:. .
. . .

Overlay Committee
Meeting Schad~lad

/Attorney EriC T. Taylof
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Senator Energizes Crovvd Of 2,000 During Tampa Visit
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have a well-defined mission,
and unless we have exhausted all other possibilities.
"You all know what the
problems are. We'v e be e n
going through the same problems for the past six years.
We have a healthcare system
that is broken, that's bankrupting families and our government," said Sen. Obama.
"We have an economy that's
never been more profitable,
and yet for ordinary folks who
don't live on Wall Street, they
Sen. Barack Obama greets . are still living from paycheck
supporters shortly ·after h~ ·
to paycheck, struggling to pay
finished speaking Sunday
their
healthcare bills. It is
afternoon. The Democratic
time
to
turn the page; it's
presidential candidate raised
time for something new. A
about $250,000 for his camnew breeze is blowing. A
paign during his visit to
Tampa.
fresh wind is coming through.
That's what makes me feel
optimistic."
BY ANTI ONE DAVIS
According to Frank
Sentinel Staff Writer
Sanchez, a member of
On a windy Sunday after- Tampa Bay Friends of
noon in Tampa, Sen. Barack Obama and Sen. Obama's
Obama said that he felt, "the local advisor says that roughbreeze of change blowing ly $250,000 was raised for the
through ." A crowd of almost senator's campaign during his
2,000 people listened intently Tampa visit.
"Everything went very well.
to
the
Democratic
The
Tampa area has made a
Presidential candidate at the
great
-contribution to this
Cuban Club in Ybor City.
"I know Tampa that you're campaign," said Sanchez.
tired of politics that are long . "Sen. Obama will be back
on rhetoric and short on follow-through's. ·It's no wonder
that the America n peop le a re
s keptical when it comes to
politics .· Americ-ans are tired.
' 6f .the okey-doke, they are
!wed of being bamboozled by
people in Washington D.C.,"
said Sen. Obama~
The Illinois Senator also
spoke energetically about his
plans to increase teacher's
pay, provide universal healthcare and withdraw troops
from Iraq.
"We are . in a war that
should never have been
waged. It is time to get our
_troops out ofiraq," said the
Rev. Earl Mason, Sr., pastor
45-year-old presidential can- of Bible-Based Fellowship
didate. "I will never send our Church of Temple Terrace,
troops into a war unless we was on hand for the rally.

not just becau se of the financial contribution , but because
Tampa is a vital area in his
qu est to be th e next president
of the United States. "
Attendees Excited About
Sen. Obam~'s Campaign
An extremely diverse crowd
gathered at the Cuban Club
in Ybor City Sunday to hear
Sen. Barack Obama. People
of all ages and races were in
attendance to listen and support the Illinois Senator.
Several of the attendees
expressed their views of the
Democratic presidential candidate and his views.
"Sen. Obama makes the
issues facing this nation easier to understand. I think that
a lot of people are turned off
from politics because so many
p eopl e in Washington D.C.
give you this jargon and
rhetoric th a t many p e opl e
can't conn e ct wi t h," said
Fredrick Jamison, a West
Tampa resident in a ttendance
at the rally. "It helps to hear
someon e in politics who not
only knows how to clearly
explain what's going on in the
country, but has a plan to
make things better."
Beverly Patterson was

still undecided about whom to
vote for, but s ay s that Sen .
Obama ce rtainl y made a
strong case.
"I think that h e's a great
mixture of what this country
n eeds . He' s in politics, but
hasn't been there so long that
he's become a stereotypical
politician . Also, he comes

from a multicultural back- I
ground which will allow him -"""
to reach a variety of people," N
said Patterson. "His main
flaw has been his lack of -....1
details on all the great things
that he plans to do if elected.
But he's getting better, starting to give details on his platform, and that's good."
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Clockwise: Blanche Ganey,
Lucinda
Grant,
Ella
McFarland and Waleed
McFarland enjoy the festivities during the rally on
Sunday.

~

Shakira Hayward, Kimberly
Johnson and Andrea Bennett
display their support for Sen.
Barack Obama's presidential
campaign.
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Jan;s El-Amin, Abdul-Rahman Aquil and Aquil Siddiq were
present at the Obama rally to show their support for the illinois

~~~

Gabriel Pierre and Brian
Stephens were on hand
Sunday afternoon for Sen.
Obama's rally.

COI'-lGRATULATIONS
2007 GRADUATES

WARREN
DAWSON

High school or college graduation is a wonderful accomplishment
that deserves recognition .
Sol Davis Printing can help make ordering your invitations easy!
Our Invitation P~ckage includes invitations. envelopes and name cards
all for one low price . . .. and includes a photo of the graduate .

~ith your choice from several cover designs and verses, and personalized
vvrth your photo , your invitations can be as special as your accomplishments .
Call or visit Sol Dav. is Printing today .. · · fcor h 1'gh q ua l'ty
· · ·
1 111v1tat1ons
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fiast . convenient service .

5205 N. Lois Avenue
Tampa, FL 33614
Phone : 813 353 ~3609

~t.

pri~

221•1800
1467 Tampa Pa.r k' f:!laza
& Scott
St.
..

@ N~braska . Ave.
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The Hiring 01 Alnwvcr Is Anln!Portmr Ontlslon That Should Not Bo oaso1i SolelY UJJon Alhlerttsemenrs. Belore
You De tide. As' TholawvArio SonAYnu Free lnlormallonAhoul Tllelr QnaiiiiC.Uion~ AnU liDOrtente.
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Last Word On lmus
And .Rap Musicl
:.
~~~ ;: ·;; ? 'i NBC and CBS did the right thing in termi;\:'y }> (\nating the Don Imus Morning Show last week.
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:. >,,' ;};Furthermore, we hope the public outcry from
Black people and women over Imus's reference to the
Rutgers University women's basketball team as
"nappy headed hos" sends a message to all news commentators, entertainers, media outlets and the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC). We also
commend the companies who pulled their advertisements from the Don Imus time slot as an indication of
their sensitivity to the issue. But we're not naive. We
understand there is still much to do before America is
free from its curse of racism and sexism.
Moreover, we are perplexed at how some of the
same news columnists and commentators who have
called for a boy<?ott of Venezuelan oil and gasoline when the Venezuelan president Hugo Chavez called
President· Bush -"The Devil," in a recent Unitep
Nations~ address., could not understand why Black
people and women would want Imus fired. Use of the
word "devil" comes nowhere close to the use of the
word "ho." Chavez was referring to the United States'
military actloiis in Iraq-·and Afghanistan. 'However,
the doub!e stanq~rd is obyious.
In addition, ·.c·o~tinued reference. to the use of the
"N," "B," and "ho"· words in rap and hip hop music as
a reason not to be so hard on Imus is not a valid
defense for lmus. Blacks nationwide along with previous editorials by this publication have long called
upon our music entertainers and comedians to stop
using the "N," "B," "Ho," "MF," and all other demeaning and gutter language in their music and routine.
Not to offer a defense of the music industry, but targeting so~eone specifically for use of a racial or gender epithet is different than using the word to refer to
no one in particular. That Imus singled out Black
women on the Rutgers women's basketball team was
therefore, thJ! offense.
_
We are convinced if Imus had been Black, he should
have received the same severe and swift response. To
that exten~, the message we want to make clear is
that no one - Black or white - should refer to his or
her fellow human beings by using racial, ethnic, religious, or gender slurs and expect to go unchallenged.
Just as we urge our readers to buy music, products
and view media outlets that respect all people, we
also urge our readers to resist rap and hip h'o p .music
that mirrors bad behavior. Surely; it is not the complexio'n of the speaker, but the complexion of the
offe~se that concerns us and should also concern you.

T. Rex And
Super Chlckenl
suspect you may consider this editorial
"nrn•<>-· hat unorthodox, but given how close
our culture has been stereotypically connected with the· animal species called "chicken," we

1:1 ~

~;rf;~;~t ~sol~~~~

seeable future. It was not too
:r
much,
most
African' ly to make the world Americans resolved, to hope
safe for democracy, Black that the war's end would
leadership closed ranks with usher in a new per_iod of
fellow white countrymen.
opportunity both in the area
Historian John Hope of economic life, and in the
Franklin had this to say: sphere of Civil Rights.
"The talk of democracy dur- Doubtless they realized that
ing the war had raised vague the pursuit of democracy was
hopes even among the most a continuing process that
militant African-Americans. had to be carried on long
Both at home and abroad 'after tb-e last gun was fired.
they had supported the war
Aside from the fact that
that was to make the world money being spent to carry
safe for democracy. Perhaps out the wal;' could be used to
it was too much that there make life better for the ecocould be the full realization nomically oppressed here at
of democracy within the fore- home.

I say to you that the victory which finally came in
World War II liberated and
brought great opportunity to
millions of European Jews.
Of the 12 million .o r more
that were put to death in the
Holocaust, , their offspring
survive today in a new Israel
they seek to establish on
that same .soil where Jesus
was born, crucified, and resurrected.
By no means was it sheer
accident that Jews were at
the forefront of the Civil
Rights Movement led by Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.
and others during the 1950s
and 1960s.

Ms. Iris Holton

The Deadly Daddy Syndrome
Part I

regardless of her economic cases, isolation is a tell-tell
station in life.
sign . The men seem to get
.
death of pregnant
Men from all walks of life the women away from family
· · women all 9ver the have been arrested, charged, and fz:iends before dev~lop
.. country has risen to a and convicted of murdering ing the Dr. Jekyl and Mr. ·
near crisis level. But what is their spouses. These men · Hyde personality. Studies of
even more alarming is the decide that the woma'n, the women who managed · to
cause of their deaths. It's not fetus , or both must die, then escape with their lives have
due to high-risk pregnancies, the set about carrying out said that the ~en then
aneurisms, severe blood loss the sentence.
become verbally abtJ.sive,
during delivery , or other
What's more , many of threatening, and even talk of
symptoms that pregnancy. those convicted have no his- suicide.
generates.
But the one common
tory of violence i11 their backIt is due to homicide and grounds . Some even have denominator is that the
the culprits are husbands children with other women.
women are told they will
and boyfriends or partners in
The backgrounds of these never be allowed to leave the
recently terminated relation- men vary with many being relationship. And for those
ships. It is a growing tragedy business owners, profession- who are allowed to leave,_
and women should be aware als, athletes , blue collar they must leave the child or
workers, or drug dealers.
the warning signs.
children behind.
It seems that there is no
Criminologists have definSome of these cases have
ed the reasons for the homi- "type" of man and any man drawn national media attencides as wanting to control or has the potential of becoming tion, oftentimes with - an
the loss of control, jealousy, a killer. It also appears that unknown .culprit being
finances , or the termination time in the relationship is ~ l,&Jlled i~ rthe cleat~ or disof the relationship . And it not a factor.
~~m~aran~e of the woman
seems that no woman,
·
However, in inany of the (TO BE' CONTINUED).
'\,
·:!

thought you might find it interesting: Scientists tell us the lowly chicken has a
rather superior genetic legacy. So, if you're eating fried chicken or scrambled
eggs right now, you might want to push your plate aside while we tell you
what the world of science has discovered.
_
According to geneticist John Asara and a team of researchers from Beth
Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston, a recent DN4 dis~overy reveals the
chicken has an ancestor that reaches back to the Pleistocene Ag~. Its name i's
Tyrannosaurus Rex. "T. Rex" for short.
Says Asara, "Based on the small sample we've recovered, chic~ens may be the
closest relatives to the T. Rex." "I'd call that di.s covery a milestone," adds paleontologist Hans La-rsson of McGill University, Montreal. So, does that mean we
can look forward to chicken· chromosomes behig used to reconstruct and
reproduce hybrid T. Rexes, ala' Jurassic Park, or could this be an explanation
as to why certain people who eat too much gospel bird suffer sobering night:.
mares? Who knows? But one thing 'is for sure. If we take John Asara's discovery seriously, we may never lick our chops at chicken the same way eyer
again. This brings us to the moral of our story: Be care'ful.who you suck your
~eeth at! Pass it on!

COLUMNS
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A Miracle For
TheAgesl
at I want to
:iit!r:;r;itt•·· ·he ever keep his
mind together to hit a
homerun! I don't see it! I
couldn't have begun to do
it! Yet, not only did he hit
home runs, but he went on
to help win a pennant. You
know what I'm talking
about . Maybe , you ca n
help me explain it!
But don't you wish you
had a nickel for every time
they called him a "nigra"
(or something worse) , or
for every inning they booed
him onto the field and off
the field , in the same
game? If we had a nickel
for every time they insulted him , I guess we'd all be
rich, by now~
But I still can't understand it! I know the man
had ears. But how could he
keep down all the garbage
we know he heard? How
could he stomach all the
times he heard them talk
about his mother as if she
were a two-bit whore and
he was her bastard? How
• did he keep from puking or
screaming, that time when
a so-called fan threw a live
black cat at his feet, then
claimed the cat was his
bla~k brother .. . or the
countless times pink,
puckered lips spat tobacco
juice in his face and asked
him how he could tell the
difference?
And then there was the
incident when a player on
an opposite team split
open a watermelon and
invited him to dinner, in
· front of 30,000 fans!
Indeed, how did he ever
keep his head up high ,
knowing half his home
team had signed a petition
requesting he leave the
team immediately? Why?
Because he was Black!
That's why.
And do you think you
could have stood it, when
they went after your wife
and children like they tore
after his wife and children? Could you have held
your peace and stuffed
your fists into your pants
pocke.t s? Couid you have
kept the heels of your
shoes from scraping a "C"
on your enemies' cheeks,
as they giggled like hyenas
at the fact you were the

View

:.:.:.:..•:

What Is A Good Family?
rra:~r~~:[ti~ogu~;t:~~~~~

make good families .
best they'd ever seen, and
Children need much more
you had the nerve to be
• .....-. ...... . ble today and people than this.
Black?
are shocked. These youngI know ·of families that
This man I'm talking
sters are robbing, stealing, have little money, modest
about (for, yes, he was a
using drugs, selling drugs , home s and just barely
man) was not the first of
killing people and doing a clothe and feed their chilhis color, though he was no
hoot of other things. People dren. They supplement
doubt, the first of his kind.
are so shocked about these their material gifts with
And what kind was that?
actions, becau s e these love , discipline , support
It was the courag e ous
accused young people come and moral principles.
from 'good fa milies'.
The se thin gs tend to
kind! The di g nifi e d and
Which
brings
me
to
the
guid
e th e conduct of most
defiant kind! Th e cool,
question
as
to
wh
at
people
childre
n, eve n when they
calm , patient , and perseco
n
s
id
er
a
'goo
d
fa
mil
y'
?
a
r
e
out
from under the
vering kind! The color -ba rDoes
havin
g
good
job
s,
watchful
eyes of their parri er breaking and re cord
be
ing
educ
a
ted
,
loy
a
l
ents
or
guardians.
These
shattering kind! The kind
church members, resp ected parents
re-emphasize
that makes every r a ci s t
members of the communi- the s e famil y values by
ea t worm s , a nd m a ke s
t y, a nd a community s pending time with their
every baseball hit become
activist m a ke a famil y a children.
a homerun. no matter
good family ? Sure , they are
They know their chilwhat the umpire claim s !
all traits of a good family, dren's friends , wh er e their
You know quite w~ ll what
but th ey don't necessa ril y children go , what the y
kind I'm talking about .
make a good famil y.
watch, what th ey read and
This man I'm talking
Families give their young what th ey listen to . They
about was our kind! THE
o n es mon ey, ca r s, fine even play a vital role in
clothes , jew e lry , nice helping their offspring to
AMERICAN KIND!
homes and almost any- select their friends .
His name was , is and
thing
else money can buy .
Is this exercising too
forever shall be JACKIE
In
this
writer'
s
opinion
,
much.
control over their
ROBINSON . Straight
the
se
things
alone
do
not
children?
Absolutely not .
from the womb of segrega t e d Am e ri ca, h e w as
picked out of a line -up of
Black baseball giants, was
buffed and rubbed with
hero's oil and sent like a
blood-stained martyr onto
a lily white baseball field,
full to the top with lions!
And yet, every time he
grabbed a bat, young
ile CBS ' s "60 a surprise to anyoneRobinson swatted stars!
Minut es " aired should it? After all, the
Sixty years ago, he did
. Don Imus' expla- jury is still out on
that . Sixty years ago,
nation and/or apology for American slavery-isn't it?
Jackie Robinson took
his over-confident, razor- How long have we been
Major League Baseball
sharp, that-think-just- trying to discuss American
General Manager Branch
because-it's- 2007 -and- I- slavery and its total affect
Rickey at his word and
can-say-whatever-1-want- and effect on Black
became the first African . because-I'm-king -of-the- Americans? No one in The
American to play major
airwaves -and-to-stifle-my- White House is admitting
league baseball, just as 17
freedom -of-speech-is-cen- that America did anything
years later, Massanori
sorship tongue , PBS aired worth apologizing for
Murakami would become
its Kilimanjaro tribute.
and/or offering reparathe first Japanese player
As I pondere d which tions.
to Jom a reluctant
would bring me more satisConversely, discussions
American Major League,
faction and knowledgeable and attitudes were quite
and just as one day in the
of my world around me , I focused to "gone but not
near future , a woman will
didn't want to conclude my forgotten" Ms. Anna
take her place alongside
evening with anything that Nicole Smith ·and the
the best professionals to
would send the blood particulars of her life and
ever swing a bat . Y's ee,
a lr e ady flowing through death. How many weeks
Amerifa is raw, racist, sexmy veins so peacefully into did we endure gossip, slaniest, vulgar, filled with
overdrive. So, I opted to der and misuse of airtime
stereotypes and full of douenter into the cooh1ess of to inform and educate the.
ble standards . But one
the night as smoothly as masses on this "juicy" tidthing it also can claim is
theiTa'rrator's tone of the bit?
U'lat it is a place where the
Kilimanj aro progra m.
Other than the fact that
Jackie Robinsons of the
Of late, people wa nt to millions
of
Black
world -- if they've got the
notic e th a t "e nough is America ns lost their lives
gumption -- ca n knock
enough" when it comes to and "confessions won't go
hell out of the Ku Klux
Imus' comm ~ nts a bout the far enough to repair injusKlan! For that small mira '
a ll-female Rutgers team. tices that bl a ck citizens
cle, we give thanks!
_ Actually, this shouldn't be still can see," it takes a lot

Parents have to be
involved in every aspect of
their children's lives . It is
their absolute responsibility . Many families that are
conceived as being good
families are not so.
Their social life, community involvement, jobs and
religious activities make
them too busy to have the
time needed to effectively
rai s e and guide their
young ones .
While parents are out
doing their thing , their
children are out doing
their thing . Many times
their children ' s things
eventually lead to trouble
and embarrassment. In
most cases, parents had no
idea of what their children
were involved in and find
it hard to believe.
Parents should give their
children what they need
most .... discipline, boundaries, moral values and
stress education. All these
equal to tough love today,
and no tears tomorrow.
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And Not For The Gander?·
of guts and courage for "a
mighty great institution to
have the fortitude to take a
look at itself in the mirror.
The good, the bad and the
ugly," said Sen. Malcolm
Graham, D-Mecklenburg, during last week's
debate.
My 12th Grade Problems
of American Democracy
class taught that Freedom
of Speech is just that .
However, the fine print
goes a. bit deeper. It protects us from slander and
libel. As for censorship ,
"put a muzzle on it," okayit' s getting quite predictable.
Someone s.aid "what's
good for the goose is also
good for the gander." That
being the case 'then those
who fervently stood ·for
Don lmus' terminatJon
should stand erectly 'evert
in the faces of every ·
record-producing. con1pany
executive who promotes,
publishes and pi·ofits from
defamation 'o f character.
Peace Be Unto You .
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ASHELEY, AKA
SHORTIE

ASHELEY, AKA SHORTIE

TAIWO AND BEVERLY

Your girl, Asheley, is celebrating her Sweet 16. It's going down on April 28th with her family and friends.
· Baby girl, you know I love you and your lil' sister more than anything in the world! Alwayz
keep your head up high and strive for nothing less than the very best. I'm here for you always
and forever.
Happy birthday Princes . Love, Mami.

Congratulations to Taiwo and Beverly on their engagement.
The Lord guided me to - ~ndon, where I found my soulmate.
· May the Lord bless our marriage, from now. until death
du e us part. Amen.

Hey, Lil' Mama, "I Love You."
Happy Birthday. Love, Tony.
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Happy
Birthday

I wanna wish my Big Iii si ter a happy birthday. I love you from the botLom of my hea rt.
Love, Alisha.
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New Clients OnlY • Specials •

Relaxers • Cuts • Color
Press-N- Curl• Wash-N-Set
Braids By Kelley

c

BONITA AND GERA.RD
Marriage Vows To Be
Exchanged
Aprilt9, 2007
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From ~·o ur fiancee, Bonita.
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Happy 8th
Birthday
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LACITIAAND

CJ)

$10 Gets your Honor Roll
student's photo in the paper on
Friday, April 27, 2007
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MIKE PONDER

·--------------------Child's N a m e - - - - - - - - - - - - School _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Parents--------------Gran p a r e n t s - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

~- Honor Roll, High Honor Roll,
.
· Hobbies
Chu~h

Principal's Honor Roll, Citizenship

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Happy 21st birthday
Mike! Forever together is
what we'll be. Our love will
prevail any envy. We've
been through a lot over the
years, but anything good is
·worth some tears. March,
2008 is our date. Until it
comes, we~ll continue to
focus on becoming one.
Loving you for life,
Lacitia~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone# _ _ _~-------------

KEON

(Not For Publication)

~~--------------• ._
I . ·~
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Happy birthday, Keon,
04-16-07.
From wifey Erika, and
Keon,Jr.
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TORNESHIA.
KNIGHTON
Tomeshia J. Knighton,
aka "Tweety," who will
tum 8 on 4-19-07.
' Love, T. J., Tre· and

Lam.eka.
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West Tampa Overlay Group
Questions .Plans Of Developer
Developer Ed Turanchik
wants to add modern
Spanish-Mediterranean style
homes to a West Tampa community known for its historic
wood-frame houses.
However, the West Tampa
Overlay District and CDC
groups feel the West Tampa
housing patterns must stay
the same.
West Tampa Economic and
Community Development
Director Michael Randolph
said they feel Turanchik's
plans are not consistent with
keeping the housing patterns
the same.
Turanchik said because
most of his lots are 25-feet
wide, they don't meet the 30foot-wide requirement the
city has for bungalow style
homes.
Randolph said Turanchik's company InTown
Homes has already completed construction of homes on
25-foot lots in the area.
"I don't understand why he
can't continue to build on the
lots the same as the other
projects he's completed. I

ED TURANCHIK
.... .lnHomes Founder

plan to talk to the Historic
Preservation Committee, but
I expect they will share our
concerns. We will also meet
with Turanchik again
before he takes his proposal
before City Council. If he
presents the same plan at
that time, we will oppose it."
Turanchik said he feels
West Tampa has a big
Span ish -Mediterranean
influence already, as far as
architecture is concerned.
"What is less common is to
see it on a residential struc·

MICHAEL RANDOLPH
..... West Tampa CDC Economic
And Community Director

homes in West Tampa.
Prospective buyers are very
enthused about the design
and it's good for families."
Turnachik said his proposed design is within the
overlay guidelines.
"When they did the district, they tried to design
some common denominators
on it, to loosen the design
guidelines. It doesn't preclude new designs. You just
have to take it through a
process . We think it makes
sense and it's efficient."
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Turanchik said he plans
to meet with the Overlay
Committee again and he is
looking forward to presenting the plan to the City
Council April 26th.
"People want affordable
homes and that's what we're
trying to give them. We've
planned a dozen or so of
these style homes throughout the area."
Reporter Leon B. Crews
can be reached at (813)
248-0724, or e-mailed at
leon(iiJflsentinel.com .

We're telling
your stories and
celebrating our
community. · ·

ture . We're trying to deliver
a energy efficient home, and
that design is about as good
as you can get."
Turanchik sa id his pro posed design is popular in
South Tampa and Davis
Island, and he's aware they
will be building on historic
lots.
"The design I've proposed
will feature 1,450-squae feet
of living space at a cost of
$209,000. I think there is a
huge need for these kind of

E-mail the editor, Gwen Hayes
at ghayes@flsentinel.com
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Showcase your beautiful spring hat,
as celebrity judges will be on site.

Deadline For Greetings:
WeclneSd8V, M8V 2nd (NO EXCEPTIONS)

r~ .
·'· ·

Cost:'Joc Per W9fd

S10/S2o·FOr Photo·.

NO ' CHECKS~PLEASE· ·
: ' '

,. -

~

.

Visit Our OHice At.:· : ·

2207 E. ·.2111 Ave.

4

~or'· M~reJnto Call BttttY
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Non-Profit Seeking
Mentors For
Local Children

Senator Joyner Not Happy
With Proposed NRA Bill
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter

A local non-profit organization is seeking dedicated
volunteers to mentor children with incarcerated parents.
The Children's Home
Society MODEL Mentoring
Program is seeking mentors that can volunteer one
hour a week, two days a
year or for some other specified
amount
time.
Children in the program
range from 4 to 18 years
old, and have parents that
are currently in jail or
prison. Carnie Bernhardt,
the Program Supervisor for
MODEL Mentoring says
that roughly 11,000 children throughout the
Tampa B ~ y area have
incarcerated parents.
"There are about 40 kids
on our waiting list in
Hillsborough County. That
doesn't include the other
areas that we serve . The
main characteristic we're
looking for is dependability," said Bernhardt. "Male
mentors a~:e needed most of
all , but we just need so me
reliable adults to be mentors and big brothers and

:::)

....

New

BEULAH BAPTIST INSTITUTIONAL CHURCH
1006 Wesr Cvpress Slreet ·Tampa, Florida 33606
813 251-3382
Dr. w. James Fauorite. Senior Pastor

sisters to these kids . We
don't want to break a little
kids heart be.cause their
mentor isn't showing up."
The program requires
that all applicants be 21 or
older; submit to a national
background search and
screening
from
the
Department of Motor
Vehicle (DMV) . There will
also be an orientation to
adequately prepare the volunteers for mentoring.
"Its become a fact that
children who have consistent positive role models in
their lives are less likely to
use drugs , drop out of
school and get into trouble," said Bernhardt. "We
just want to help to make
sure these kids keep moving in the right direction."
Anyone interested in volunteering should call (727)
552-1482,
or go
to
www.chsfl .org.
Reporter
I Writer
Antione Davis can be
reached at (813) 2481921. He can also be
reached at adavis(iiflsentinel.com.

Hope

H·'IH·n· IIJt A1n5tl.')t' '"'" !IJc ;\·li~sioll c~rr Di!'illc
3005 E.

Beulall BIJIISIInstftutlonal
Church FaiDIIIwaalll be hoaored
to have the communnv
Join us In our

Elll~ct

•

Streer. Tampa. Fl33610- Phone: (813) 236-3611
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SUMMER CAMP
May 29- August 17, 2007
7:00 a.m. - 5_:30 p.m.
Ages 5-1' Years

ARTS & CRAFTS, ACADEMICS, BIBLE STUDY, COOKING,
DANCE, FIELD TRIPS, FINANCIAL LITERACY, MUSIC,
SIGN LANGUAGE, SINGING AND STEPPING
.
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Ages 12- 15 Years
... ..
Career Exploration
Flnanci~l Literacy-:- SAT P~~P,.
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Workfo'-ce Alliance To
Host Youth Career Fair
Employe r s from th ro u gh out t h ~ Ta mp a ar ea will be
looking fo r local youth to fill
pos i tio n s fo r t h e s umm e r
a nd beyo nd at a n upco min g
job fa ir.
· The Ta mpa Bay Workforce
A lli a n ce (TBWA ) will b e
hostin g t h eir Yout h Ca r ee r
Fa ir on Mond ay, April 23 r d
fr om 2:3 0 t o 6 p .m . Bu sc h
Gar de ns, The Home Depot,
B r ig h t H ori zo n s a nd Girl
Scouts of USA will be a mong
t he employers presdit at t he
ca reer fa ir. Anyo ne betwee n
t he ages of 16-2 1 is invited
to attend .
''Our mission is to s upport
the eco nomic develop ment in
our r e gion a nd th e yo u t h
caree r fa ir is des ig n e d to
mee t t hat nee d by co nn ec ti-n g e mploye r s to yo un g ta le n t.'' sai d Rene e Benton ,
T BWA pres ide nt a nd CEO.
"O ur hope is empl oye rs wi ll
fi n d ta le n t t h at th e~· a r e
lookin g fo r to fill t heir enlr\·leve l pos itions and cul tivate
t hat ta lent fo r fut ure ma nage ment positions."
Kimberl y
· Bree s e ,
Co mmuni cations Spec ia li st
wi t h t h e T a mp a Bay
Wo rk fo r ce A lli a n ce . says
a l most 70.000 tee n age r s
v.re r e hir ed th ro u ghou t t h e
state in 2005. so li d if\·ing :1

R ENEE BENTO N
Pres id e n t I CEO, Ta mp a
Bay Workforce Alli a n ce
new ge neration of emergin g
youn g workers.
Th e Youth Ca r ee r F a ir
will be held at the Workforce
Ta mpa Caree r Cente r loca ted at 92 15 N. Fl or ida
Ave nu e.
S ui te
10 1.
Atte n dees are re quir ed to
bri ng a res u me. he prepa red
fo r on-site in terview in g a nd
be profess iona.lly dressed.
F o r mo r e in fo rm at io n ,
please ca ll (8 13) 740-4680, or
go t o www. wor k fo r ceta mpa.co m·.
Reporter
I
Writer
A nt i one Da v i s can be
reach ed at (8 13) 248-1921.
H e c an also be rea ch ed at
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Noted Pastor And Spiritual
Leader Coming To College
Hill Church Of God In Christ
The College Hill Chu rch
of God in Chri s t wi ll be in
revi va l Mo nd ay, Apri l 23rd
th r ou g h F r id ay, Apr il 2 7 ,
2007.
C o n secra ti o n th ro ugh
p rayer a nd fas tin g i s
pl a nn e d fo r W e dn es d ay,
Thu rs day a nd F r iday (A pril
1s th. 2oth) in pre para tion of
t h e rev iva l.
P as tor Charles Da v is
a nd th e e nt ire College Hill
BIS HOP MILES
co n g r ega ti o n · e x te nd a n
F OWLE R
in v it a ti on t o a ll t o a tt e nd
...W ill L ead Rev iva l
th e re viv a l th a t will t a k e
pl ace ni gh t ly, begi nnin g a t h as b ee n profiled in the
7 p. m .
A tl a nt a J ournal and
Th e gu est eva nge li st will Constitution a nd other com be Bi s hop M il es Fowle r , ' munit y public a tions. He
pas tor of Big Mi ll er Gro ve curr e ntl y mini s t e rs each
Miss ion a ry Ba pt ist Church ,
L i t h o ni a, GA. H e i s a
dyn a m ic eva nge list a n d t he
rec ipie n t of num erou s civic
a nd r e li g iou s awa rd s. H e
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ELDER CHA RLES DAVIS
... Pas tor, College Hill
COGIC
week on WATC-TV 57.
The church is located at
64 14 N. 3oth St. For additional information , please
call (813) 239-3161.
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\ .. Truth Outreach International Minist~ies
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with Pastor Charles A. Ross, Sr.;
01 Bread of Life FamilY ChrlsUan Center. Inc. In Honvwood. fl

When: Apri119-21
Time: 1:30 !M. NightlY
Where: 2804 N: Florida Avenue
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come Expecting
ABlessing
From The Lordi
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Friday, April20, 20d7
HEALTH FAIR. * 6-7 p.m.
· PROGRAM * 7-9 p. m.

Hosted By Apostle Cynthia Forde &
Dr. Ada Davis Of Women Of Excellence
At

Zion Church Of Holiness
1475 Tampa Park Plaza

A
CYN-THIA FORDE

April 16th-20th • 7:30 P.M.

April 21, 2007- Banquet 7 P.M.
A Must For Women That Need An "Answered Prayer'' In Their Life.
Music By Bro. Eddie Durant
Speakers For The Weel<

SIS. ALICE DONNELL • First Baptist Church of College Hill
DR. ADA 'DAVIS • Women of Excellence
APOSTLE CYNTHIA FORDE • Zion Church Of Holiness
Call850-8414 or 850-8187 For More Information

Speakers:

Minister Colette Avant, Grace Mary M. B. Church and
Pastor Warneice Johnson, St. John Cathedral
Saturday, Aprtl21 , 2007
BREAKFAST * 7:45a.m. -&45 o. m.
PROGRAM* 9 a.m. -1 p.m.
Speaker.

rst Lady Victoria Kirkla
Mt. Pleasant M. B. Church

Sunday, Aprll22, 2007
EVENING IN RED* 3:30 p. m.
Speaker:

Sister Barbara Wright,
New.Mt. Zion M. B. Church

Presld•nt, Senior Wom•n Provresslve
M&.E State Convention
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St.

Pa~l

A.M.E. Church Celebrates 137th Anniversary

People from all walks of life
and at varied religions attend
St. Paul A.M.E. Church on
the 1st Sunday in April, Palm
Sunday, one. of the most suecessful programs in the history of St. Paul A.M.E. Church.
A crowd over 600 people
attended the 137th Church
Anniversary featuring the
115th Consecrated Bishop of
the A.M.E. Church, the Rt.
Rev.
Bishop
A.J.
Richardson, Jr., a Tampa
native who began his career
in the ministry by being made
a deacon by the late Bishop
Richardson's father, the
late A. J. Richardson, Sr.,
was a former Pastor, Sunday
School teacher at St . Paul
and forever presiding elder in
the Tampa Conference.
The chairperson of th(;) joint
anniversary and Palm
Sunday services was the
esteemed Joan Dawson of
the Steward Board and the
Board of Steward served as
co-chairs.
St. Paul's program featured
renowned gospel choirs of the
Bible-Based
Fellowship
Church of Carrollwood, Rev.
Arthur T. Jones, Pastor, the
First Baptist Church of
College Hill, Rev. Abe
Brown, Pastor and one of the
best kept secrets in Tampa,

.

The Tampa District Hospitality members (ushers): Ruth
Saffore, Ellen Robinson, Estella Greene and Valorie McNeil.

Bishop A. J. Richardson, Jr. is shown with, from left, his aunt,
Mrs. Curtiss Wilson, wife, Mrs. Connie Speights Richardson,
and aunt, Mrs. Mary Scott.

St. Paul's own dynamic gospel
choir under the direction of
Minister Herman Grant.
Also featured were soloist,
Alberta Jackson of New Mt.
Zion Baptist Church and
Saxophonist Carl Bryant.
The theme of this celebration, "Ending the Old and
Beginning the Ne.w," was a
reflection of the church's
efforts to come back to the
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St. Peter Claver School
A .Tampa Tradition Since 1894

forefront of community and
religious leaders in the City
of Tampa.
Bishop Richardson's sermon was entitled "What Shall
We Do with Jesus," taken
from scripture text of St.
Mathew 27:22. Throughout
the sermon people were c:onstantly on their feet as
Bishop Richardson extolled
the events of Jesus' last week

First Lady Mrs. Dorothy and Justin Cook, Allen Temple family, enjoying the service.

of service on earth, beginning E. Church expressed his prowith the triumphant ride to found thanks and gratitude to
Jerusalem on Palm Sunday. the Tampa Bay Community
Bi'shop. Richardson con- for their attendance and to
eluded his sermon by remind- . -tlie chairpersons and meming a ll that J es u s requires ber s of St. Paul for their
three things . Simple but untiring efforts. (Program
demanding; H ) praise Him (2) information provided liy
serve Him (3) be obedient.
M~. Otella Edwards; phQThe Rev. Bryant Fayson, tographs
by
Lomax
Sr., Pastor of St. Paul A. M. Mcintyre)
·

Gamma Theta Omega Chapter
of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.

Presents

St. Peter Claver School has a
rich heritage and is recognized
by the community for its .
positive discipline, moral values
and strong curriculum.
Pre-K through 8th Grade
Daily 8 a.m. ~o2:30p.m.
•

Tuition payable monthly for 10 months
Scholarships available
•

Small classes
Individual attention
•

.Special Activiti"es throughout the year

St. Peter Claver is conveniently
located in .Downtown Tampa
at 1401 Governor Street.
For more information,
please cal1
school office
at 813~224-0865

the

37th Annual

Miss Teenage Tampa
of Alplra Kappa A/plra Sorority, Inc.

Aprii ·22, 2007 • S;P.M....
Tainp~~ ConveQ~ion Cent~r ~ .
333 S. Franklin,St.- Downtown
~ Tickets: $12 per person or
!-.0 for groups of 10 or more.

·:s

Gwe~dolyn W. Myers, President :·
Deidrc R. Jones, General Chainnan
Yvette R. Hall, Co-Chainnan

Contact For More Information (813) 657~04SO
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.St. Paul A.M.E. Church Celebrates 137th Anniversary ~
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Some of the ministers in attendance were: Elder Jerome
Denmark, Re v . Bryant Fayson , Pastor of St. Paul , Bishop
Richardson and Rev. Willie Cook, pas tor of Allen Temple AME
Church. -
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Spotted in the audience were, from left, (Retired) Judge Perry A. Uttle,.Rev. ana Mrs. Abraham
Brown, Mrs. Mary White Darby and Rev. Elsie Powell.
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REV. BEVERLY LANE
Pastor, New ~el AME
Church

~

Ms . Evange.line Best is into
the service.
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Mrs. Nita James, a member
of the choir at First Baptist
Chureh of College Hill. ·

RABEN DIXON

. Tickets Available At·
· Books For Thought * 988;.6.363
·
*. Stewart, Twine & Campbell, PA * 221-4454 ·
*College Hill Pharma * 248-2767
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34th Street Church Of God
Holds Sunrise Service
In Downtown Park
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The 34th Street Church of God, Rev. Thomas Scott, pastor,
held its Easter Sunrise Service at the Joe Chillura Park.
(Photos by Julia Jackson)

LOCAL

Sensuality Productions Presents
Kids' Spring Fashion Sho1N
Sensuality Productions Kids presents its "Spring Stars of Fashion 2007" on Saturday, April
21, 7 p. m. at the Omar Lightfoot Center, 10901 N. 56th St., in Temple Terrace. (Photographs
by Jerry Brunson)

Representing the younger set will be Chantyana Dade, Dane Williams, Kaylee DuPree,
Kendryanna DuPree, twins Riquonda and Rinetreia Williams, Jarnesa Night, Mia Huntley
Nicholson, Shana Little, Kennaya Marcus, Tanajah Battle, Zakia Manley, Antwonesha Holmes;
Nikiya Robinson, Epiphany Daniels, Deonte' Horne, Fernando Chappell, Jr., Najee Dade, Savion
Gordon, Kenny DuPree, Jr., Freddy Holland, Deont'e Walker, Richard Williams, Jomani Orta,
Neeko Orta, Sergio Chappell and Chase.

Academy Prep Center
of Tampa
V.M. Ybor Campus
1407 E. Columbus Drive
(813) 248-5600

APPLICATIONS NOW ACCEPTED
FOR 5th & 6th GRADE STUDENTS
(2007-08 School Year)
(CuiTent 4th & 5th Graders)

Do you want your child attending an outstanding
s'h to sth grade private middle school
on a full-tuition scholars/zip?*
Do you want your child attending a school that requires
extensive courses in art, drama, music, chess, karate,
goal-setting and social skills that compliment
the full range of academic courses?
If your child is a high achiever, do you want him or her
going on to a competitive college prep program

on a full-tuition scholarship?
If you would like your child

to take advantage of one of the most unique
middle school programs in the state,
please call the Academy Prep office at (813) 248-5600.
Academy Prep Center of Tampa docs not di scriminate on the basis of rncc, color. national and ethnic
origin in administration of it s education poli cies, ndmi ss ions poli cies. scholarship nnd loan 1 rogrmn .
anti athletic ;~ nd ntlwr sc hool-ad ministered prop,r;~ms.
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.Jacki e and Arti s Barricn w e re among tho s e who
a tt e n de d the s unri se se rvi ce at ,Joe C hillura P a r k.

* All ildmiltcd students mu st qu olily fo r th e Federa l Free & Reduced Mcu l Progt'a m
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PICTURES FROM THE PAST
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During a social function, Emma Warren, Ethel Armstrong, and Ethel
Odom smiled for the camera.
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Beautiful bridesmaids and classmates, Freddie Jenkins, Helen
Chester, and Ida Wright.
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Patsy J. Smith and Mary Alice ·Dorsett paused to smile for the camera in this photo from the past.
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Young Tampa
Mother, Educator
Dies Suddenly
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel StaffWriter
A young Tampa woman
was admitted to a local hospital early Friday suddenly
after complaining about not
being able to breathe. She
died shortly before 10 p.m.,
Friday. The cause of death is
pending.
Mrs. Sharon Flucker
said her daughter, Ms.
Tameka Flucker, became
ill last Thursday morning.
Mrs. Flucker said she took
her daughter to St. Joseph's
Hospital, where she was
treated and later released.
After being released from
the hospital, Mrs. Flucker
dropped the prescriptions off
at the pharmacy and went to
work. However, she said her
daughter called her around 4
p.m., and asked her to come
home. Mrs. Flucker said
her daughter was complaining about not being able to
breathe.
Mrs. Flucker remained
with her daughter throughout the night and called 9-11 after her daughter's condition appeared to worsen. Ms.
.Flucker was transported to
St. Joseph's Hospital.
"She was placed on oxy. gen early Friday morning
and it escalated from there.
The doctor said she was
very, very sick and if she
couldn't breathe she would
be placed on a yentilator. .
"I had to leave out of the
room while they worked on
her ana they said they would
come and get me. After a
while I went back and was
allowed to see her. She had a
tube in her mouth and her
eyes were half closed. She
never came back around.
She never said another
word," Mrs. Flu.c ker said.
She was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Freddie (Sharon)
Flucker. Her father made a
ca.reer in the milita ry and
the family traveled. After his
tour was completed, the family settled in Tampa.
Ms. Flucker graduated
from Barstow High School,
~n Barstow , California .
Following graduation, Ms.
Flucker enrolled at Florida
M e morial Qollege and
earned a B. S. Degree, as a
PsycholQgy major.
.
After graduation, Ms.
Flucker, who would hav e

MS. TAMEKA S.
FLUCKER
... Died Suddenly
. celebrated her 31st birthday
on May 22nd, obtained
employment with
the
Department of Juvenile
Justice and was assigned to
an office in South Florida.
However, after the death of
her grandmother, she decided to move back to Tampa to
be near her family, her
. mother said.
A spokesperson for the
Hillsborough ·County School
District said Ms. Flucker
was hired in July 2005 and
assigned to the English
Department at· Middleton
High School as a Reading
Teacher.
"She tutored kids who did
not pass their exams. She
really, really loved those
children and worked very
hard with them.
"She was a very outgoing
person and she knew that if
she could reach them, s he
could make a difference in
their lives and she worked
with her heart and soul,"
Mrs. Flucker said.
Ms. Flucker enjoyed
reading , shopping, and
planned .to visit Jamaica in
August . "She was a free spirit and she loved. to travel. If
she touched you, she touched
your heart. MY baby was a
really good person ."
In addition to h er par.ents, Ms. Flucker is survived by her 11-year-old son,
Jason, 4 sisters, and other
family members and friends .
Funeral services will be
held on Saturday, April 21st,
2 p . m. , at College Hill
Church Of Gud In Christ.
Ray Williams Funeral Home
is in· charge of handling
arrangements.

Place A
·nortda Senunel
Newsrack In Great Places
18131 248-1921

Ask Far Ieith

Mobile Seafood Business
To Host Seafood Bash
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff Writer
Anthony Hampton has no background in
the restaurant industry, but relies on what
he's learned form his mother and wife when it
comes to cooking.
After working as a general laborer on area
construction sites, Hampton decided in 2003
to start a mobile seafood business.
Ja'Coby Fine Dining And Seafood offers
door-to-door seafood delivery services at great
prices, with a huge variety and virtually anything you'd want in seafood.
As an introduction to his business,
Hampton has held 7 all-you-can-eat events in
East Tampa, four of them at Rowlett Park.
"I really like to cook and I think I can offer
something great to the community.
"The all-you-can-eat bash offers a variety of
seafood, is an all day event, and even features
exotic dishes like gator taiL"
Ja'Coby's offers uncooked seafood in its door·
to-door service, but Hampton uses the bashes
to give people a chance to sample the seafood.
"I have an event planned for the open air
market on 29th Street May 12th. I have
another scheduled for June 16th and another
on July 21st. All of the events will be in East
Tampa."
Hampton operates the business alone and
also does all the cooking. He purchases his
seafood daily from local distributors and guarantees it to be fresh .

ANTHONY HAMPTON
When the bashes are held, children 10-andunder eat free, and everyone else is charged
$25 .00 in advance; $::10.00 the day of the bash.
"A lot of people love seafood, and I'm sure
they won't mind an all-you-can-eat bash that
offers so much variety," said Hampton.
"I vyill also offer all seniors a 25% discount
on their seafood purchases."
Ja'Coby is only a mobile service now, but
Hampton said he hopes to have a building in
the near future.

Pack a picnic and enjoy this FREE
concert celebrating the miracle of" .
transplatation and the continuing neea::to donate life through organ donation.
Featuring

The Florida Orcllestra
.
;

Curtis Hixon Park

April 21, 2007
7:09 pm - 9 p.m.
For mor~ information contact
Lifelink Legacy Fund at
(813) 253-2640, ext. 1376
or visit www.lifelinkfound.org
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Darrell Jackson
Family Foundation
To Host 'Rep Yo'
City' Toumam~nt
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DARRELL JACKSON
Darrell Jackson (DJack) of the Seattle
Seahawks and the Darrell
Jackson Family Foundation
are putting the final touches
on this weekend's Third
Annual D-Jack "Rep Yo'
City" Celebrity Ball Out
Tournament.
The free event will 'be held
Saturday and Sunday, April
21st
and
22ni::l
at
MacFarlane Park, 10 a. m. 8 p. m., and will feature free
food
and
give-aways
throughout the day.
Darrell is continuing his
father's legacy througb his
non-profit foundation , which
will be making donations_~9
the Moffitt Cancer ·Center
and the Bob Sierra Family
YMCA. Celebrities have been
invited to represent their
cities to win cash prizes .
Checks will be presented
before the championship
game on Sunday.
The celebrity guests that
have been invited i~clude:
Travis Taylor (Minnesota
Vikings), Chuck Darby
(Se.attle Seahawks), Alex
Bro~n .(Chicago Bears), AI
Wilspn (Denver Broncos) ,
Edgerrin James (Arizona
Cardinals), Fred Taylor
(Jacksonville
Jaguars),
Reche Caldwell - _(New
England Patriots), Ricky
Watters (retired, Seattle
Seahawks), local Tampa Bay
Buccaneers and mqre. · ~ . ~ · ,
"Rep Yo' City'' participah ~
include: Darrell Jackson
(Seattle Seahawks), Andre
Davis (Cleveland Browns),
Marquand Manuel (Green
Bay
Packers),
Mike
Peterson ·(Jacksonville
Jaguars), Gerard Warren
(Denver Broncos), Terry
Jackson (San Francisco
49ers), Stu (95.7, The Beat),
Orlando
(Wild
98. 7),
Kenyatta Walker (Tampa
Bay Buccaneers), Supa D
(Supa D Records), Jevon
Kearse
(Philadelphia
~agles) and more.
Last year's winner was
. Team Money, sponsored by
Gerard Warren of the
Denver Broncos (Gainesville,
FL).
.
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You -multi-t·ask.
Shouldn't your
business checking?
Finally, everything you need from a business checking accounr- for free~
Introducing Integrated Business Checking, only from SunTrust. It's Free
Business Checking, plus Free Personal Checking with free Bill Pay, and free.
Check Cards for each account, aU managed 1n a single view through SunTrust's
exclusive Online Cash Manager. It's the best business banking in .the business,
and it just got better.
·
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Call800.259.5730r stop by your local SunTrust branch, or visit
suntrust.com/bizbanking for more inform~tion.

-SuNIRuST
Merchant Services

Treasury & Payment Solutions

Business Loans

~e_eing

beyond money

"There ere lees lor exceeding s1a1ed transac1lons. cash processing, and night bags. f!eler to the fee sohedule lor detail~.
Online Cash Manager and Online Cash Manager Plus are no11n1endad •for Usa by commercial or lnstirutlonal clients, •vhich In general are defined as
com p~~nles wl1h ennuRI sales in excess of $10 million. SunTrus1's Online Cash M11neger Premium end OnHne Treasury M11nager have a tomplete host
ol web·bosed services designed to mae1 your onlln banking needs. Please call 877.370.5108 for additional informallon. You must have or ope'\ a
business chec king account to be eligible 1o enroll In an Online Cosh Manager product . Transac111ln and service fees may apply.
Sli1Trust Bank, Member FDIC. C2007 SunTrust Banks, Inc. Sli1Trus1 and Seeing beyond money are ledemlly registered service marl<s ol SUnTrust Banks_, Inc.
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WALKING CLASS

~~ Walking Class Aims To Help People Become More Healthy
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BY GWENDOLYN HAYES
Sentine l Editor
Stephanie Sykes went to
the Tampa Metropolitan Area
YMCA to take a free aerobics
class. She was doing whatever she needed to do to become
a certified personal trainer.
Having been a person who
works out on a regular basis,
she was asked to be an
instructor.
Because of a Steps to a
Healthier FL grant, Ms.
Sykes was eligible to become
a walking instructor. "The
purpose of the Steps grants is
to certify instructors.'' states
Ms. Mae Allen, the Wellness
Director for Steps, who is
employed by the TiviCA.
"The goal is to reduce diabetes, high blood pressure.
asthma in our community,
which is at a high level. What
better way than to get people
involved right in the neighborhood," she said.
That's where Ms. Sykes
'steps' in. She has been conducting a 'walking class' on
the track at Ferrell Middle
School for the past 2 months.
She has from 10-30 students
on Mondays and Wednesdays,
5:45-7 p. m. She teaches .them
the proper dress, what to do
before and after walking,
stretching techniques and the
benefits of walking.
"The national initiative is to
make people healthier. Each
state has a different technique, but it all leads to
changing your lifestyle by eating properly and exercising,"
Ms. Sykes states.
A FAMU grad with a BS in
Psychology, Ms. Sykes is an
instructor in the HCC Family
Literacy Program . The
Tampa native is a member of
St . Peter Claver Catholic
Church and Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority, Inc. For relaxation, she enjoys listening to
music, reading and hanging
out with family.

Moms and their children
take a dvantage of the
opportunity to enjoy the
outdoors: Frances Ramos,
Omara Gonzalez, Mariah
Rojas and Matthew Rojas.
The track at Ferrell is very
popular for the resid e nts of
the area and mor e people
want to get involved. "In the
few weeks I've been out there.
more peop le are calling and
wanting to know how they
can become a part. I just want
to promote enabling people to
be healthy," she said.
In addition to walking, the
Steps program also offers aerobics. Ms. Allen said several
churches have been offering
aerobics for many years. The
Church of God by Faith was
one of the first to offer aerobics. Now it's offered at 34th
Street Church of God, First
Mt . Carmel AME Church,
NFL YET Ce nter, 34th St .
and Lake Ave.; First Baptist
Church of College Hill, Good
Shepherd Church and YMCA.
Persons interested in walking or aerobics can sign up at
the site. Those interested in
becoming an instructor can
also inquire at the site or call
(813) 294-7923. "We just want
people to have the knowledge," Ms. Allen said .
(Photographs by Jerry
Brunson)

JAYLIN LUKE

Ms. Stephanie Sykes, center, Walking Class instructor
on the track at Ferrell Middle School, is shown with her
parents,' Joseph and Frances Sykes.

Ric.hard Smiley is also signing up.

Yvette Pinero, Stephanie Sykes and
Jessica Scaife.

Adrina Allen, Frances Sykes and Mae Allen, Steps
Wellness Director.

HALL'S
TAX SOLUTIONS
2700 N. Mac Dill Ave. #112
504 E. Baker St. #2
Tampa, FL 33607

Plant Gty, Fl 33566

(813) 876-0125

(813) 752-1239

Chrenthia Webb is signing up to become a member of the Walking Class .

HOME FOR QUALITY
INCOME TAX PREPARATION
WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS
AND LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU
THIS COMING TAX SEASON

We Offer:
Express RALS (3 Minutes)
RAL (Refund Anticipation Loans)
RAC (Refund Anticipation Checks)
Electronic Filing
- Direct Deposit
FREE Pick-up & Delivery

We Specialize In:
Personal And Small Business Returns
Discount For Return Clients
Tax Returns Start As low As $30.00
Tax Advisors:
Arsund Randolph, Elouise Burnett,
Elizabeth Randolph-Padgett
Antionette Randolph & Arthur Hall

Fax In Info
Faster Service
(813) 876-0748

Joseph Sykes shows just.
how easy it is to walk
a1·ound the track.
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1 0-Vehicle Accident Sends
Two To The Hospital
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No one was seriously
0
0
injured in an accident late
-....!
Monday evening at 21st
Street and Columbus Drive.
At least 10 vehicles were
damaged in the accident,
one of them a street sweeper. Two people were hospitalized, but their injuries
weren't considered serious,
according to police.
Ron Franklin, one of the
accident victims, said he
was sitting in his car in a
Thi s street s we e p er, accordin g to one d r iver, was the
long line waiting for the
cata lyst for an acc id ent t hat d amaged 9 oth er vehicles.
light to change at the
en t ranee ramp on to I- 4 .-::=-- - : - -- - - - -- - - - -- - -- - - - - ------.
westbound.
"The line was all the way
j
hack to Columbus Drive. As
.~ ~re
an
_ 1mp e 1 55~
I sat in my car, this street
V' 2Jket c hes o f L1fe
Love .w"
sweeper comes through, hits
Book Signing and Reading
my car. hits another car and RB Batte- Local Tampa Bay Poet ... Celebrates The Success Of His New Book
a truck, t lwn n·ar-ends a
"T1
Saturday, April 21
rvan, causing a chain reac0
JJ
tion."
1 P.M. - 3 P.M.
More
0
The street sweeper, a Temple Terrace Village Plaza
Than
)>
10190 N. 56th Street
truck, two vans and 6 vehiTemple Terrace, FL 33617
(/)
(813) 988-6363
m
cles were damaged in the
S imple
z
www.booksforthought.com
accident. Police closed 21st
:::j
Kis
Street southbound just
z
Meet The Author And Purchase
m
south of Columbus Drive as
Your Autographed Copy
r-1
emergency personnel surOJ
c:
veyed the damage.
www.rbbatie.com
r

Books For Thought Presents ...

Tampan record label owner, Tango was the last man standing on the hit TV show "I Love New Yor!/'. The final episode
pitted Tango against bad boy Chance. In the end Tiffany
'New York" Patterson chose Tango. Tango proposed to
New York at the end of the episode, only to kick her to the
curb after hearing her bash his Mom during the Reunion show.
It's the first ever I Love New York Reunion Show. All the
guys were back (except th;; ones in jail, recovery, or therap_,·).
New York and Sister Patterson faced the boys they di~sL•d
and the guys squared orr and settle old feuds.
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"The WJice of Our Community
Speaking for Itself"
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Public Hearing

~
~
~
~
concerning
the
~
~
@
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
in HiJisborough County
~
~
~
~
The Hillsborough County Transportation
Disadvantaged Coordinating Board
~
~
(TDCB) is holding its annual public hearing
~
~
to provide an opportunity for the public to
~
~
address the TDCB on Issues facing the
transportation disadvantaged in
~
~
Hillsborough County.
~
~
~
~
Thursday, April 26, 2007
DATE:
~ TIME:
~
6:00p.m.
County Center Building , 18th floor
~ PLACE:
~
The Planning Commission
~
~
601 E Kennedy Blvd, Tampa
~
~
The
transportation
~
~
disadvantaged
are
~
~
individuals who, because
~
~
of physical or mental
disability, income status or
~
~
age, are unable to
~ transport themselves to health
~
care, employment,
~ education, shopping , or social activities. They include ~
~ children who are disabled or at hig h-risk. The TDCB ~
makes recommendations to the Hillsborough County
~ Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO ) on the ~
~ provision of transportation disadvantaged services in the ~
~ county.
~
~ Persons who qualify as transportation disadvantaged in ~
~ need of ' transportation to and from this meeting , a nd ~
those in need of special accommodations at the public
~ hearing ,
~
should
contact
Allison
Yeh ,
~ yeha@plancom.org, or 273-3774, ext. 351, at least ~
~ three working days prior to the heari ng. This meeting ~
wi ll be televised on HTV22 . For more information,
~ please visit www.hillsboroughmpo .org.
~
~
~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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SPORTS
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SPORTS IDE
WITH RANDY

Trainer Roger
Mayweather
Regains License

BEAUTY UNLIMITED

•••••••••••••••••••••

Number 42 Was
Everywhere
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JACKIE ROBINSON #42
... First African American to
play in Major League's 6o
Years Ago

Last Sunday , a strange
thing happened in major
league baseball. The player
on first wore number 42.
What about the batter? He
wore number 42. The pitcher wore numb er 42. The
manager wore number 42.
What's with all the 42s?
Last Sunday was Jackie
Robinson's Day in major
league basebalL Players and
some teams wore number
42; the number Jackie
Robinson wore as the first
African American to play
major league baseball.
Cincinnati Reds' outfielder
Ken Griffey, Jr., started
the trend when he asked
permission to wear #42 in
Robinson's honor.
All the jerseys will be auctioned off with the money
goipg to the Jackie Robinson
Foundation to be used for
charitable purposes. Sunday
was a grand day in major
league baseball.

endary football coach,
Eddie
Robinsop.
Robinson recently died .
Robinson's funeral was
attended by many from all
walks of life a nd all races of
peo pl e. Coach Robinson
was once college football 's
all time winning coach.
He sent more than 200 of
his players to the pros. At
one tim e during Coach
Robinson's ca ree r, he had
more players in the NFL
than any other college in the
world.
Coach Robinson was a
man of high character , a
gentleman, an educator, and
a darn good football coach. I
am sure that Jackie did
not mind sharing his day
with
Coach
Eddie
Robinson.

SHAUN KJNG

Is Shaun King Finished?
Former Gibbs High School
and Tampa Bay Buc quarterback Shaun King wa
recently r e lea ed by an
Arena Football Leagu e
team . Does that mean
King's career as a profe sional football quarterback
is finished? Probably o.
When Shaun was a
Buccaneer, it appeared that
he had a good future in the
pros. He had tryouts with
several teams after leaving
the Bucs, but he wa~ unable
to stick.
King showed so much
potential as a Buccaneer, it
makes one wonder if the
EDDIE ROBINSON
Bucs treatment of the
African American · quarterIt Was Coach
back destroyed his confiEddie's Day, Tool
d-rnce.
They wore no special numYou know the Bucs don't
ber or uniforms, but much of hav e a very good history
the na.tion pa~sed to salute . with African American
Grambling University's leg- quarterbacks .

FLOYD MAYWEATHER And
ROGER MAYWEATER

LAS VEGAS - Tr a in e r
Roger Mayweather ca n
work the corner when hi s
Floyd
n e ph ew,
Mayweather Jr. , takes on
Oscar De La Hoya in a
super welterweight title
fight next month.
Roger Mayweather
receive d a lecture Tuesday
from Nevada At hl e tic
Commission members before
they unanimou s ly voted to
resto r e hi s lice nse, which
had been revoked after he
climbed into the ring during
a fight a year ago.
Mayweather also was
fined $200,000 for ente ring
the ring in the lOth round of
an Apr i I 8, 2 0 0 6 , fight
betw ee n
Floyd
Mayweather Jr. and Zab
Judah. Judah's licen se
a lso was revoked and he
was fined $250,000 for
punching th e back of
Mayweather's head a nd for
joining t h e fraca s in the
nng.
Commissioner John
Bailey
said
Roger
Mayweather had to understand he could have sparked
an audience me le e at the
Thoma & Mack Center,
and
sa id
he
hop d
Mayweather regretted th e
in cident.
Th v teran train r and
form r wor ld ch ampion
boxe r r p at dl y to ld commi ioner that und r imilar circum tanc h wou ldn't ente r the ring again.
The commi sion's 4-0 decis ion clears t h e way for
Mayweath e r to work
Floyd Mayweather Jr.'s
corn r in th De La Hoya
bout at the MGM G r and
hotel- casino May 5.

Subscribe Today!
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MELISSA
It is our pleasure to introduce Melissa as
this week's Beauly Unlimited Feature. This is your first time seeing this young
lady, but it certainly won't be the last.
We're certain this beauty will have her fair
share of admirers. Melissa says that she
loves going out and spending time with
her friends. The guy in her life must be
assertive, handsome, intelligent and have
a great sense of humor. Congratulations
to Melissa on being this week's Beauty
Unlimited Feature.

TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS

2007-2008 Football Season
Sept. 9
Sept. 16
Sept. 23
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct. 14
Oct. 21
Oct. 28
Nov.4
Nov. 18
Nov. 25
Dec. 2
Dec. 9
Dec. 16
Dec. 23
Dec. 30

@ Seattle Seahawks
New Orleans Saints
St. Louis Rams
@ Carolina Panthers
@ Indianapolis Colts
Tennessee Titans
@ Detroit Lions
.Jacksonville Jaguars
Arizona Cardinals
BYE WEEK
@ Atlanta Falcons
Washington Redskins
@New Orleans Saints
@ Houston Texans
Atlanta Falcons
@ San Francisco 49ers
Carolina Panthers

4:15p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
4:05p.m.
4:05p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m .
4:05p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
8:15p.m.
1:00 .n1.
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Michael .Jordan's
Divorce Among The
~Most Expensive'
Add one more accomplishment to the long list owned
by former NBA star
Michael Jordan. The basketball legend's split last
De~ember from his wife of 17
years, Juanita,· has given
him a cushy spot atop
Forbes. com's tally of "The 10
Most Expensive Celebrity
Divorces."
Jordan's ex could possibly
"get more than $150 million
in a settlement, making
their divorce one of the most
expensive in entertainment
history," Forbes said. The
magazine compiled .the list
by researching divorces of
the last 25 years.
MJ was followed closely by
singer Neil Diamond,
whose 1995 divorce from
Marcia Murphey cost him
an estimated $150 million
and landed him in second

MICHEALAND
JUANITA JORDAN
.... During happier times.

place on Forbes.com's list.
Steven Spielberg comes
in third for paying his exwife Amy Irving an estimated $100 million, which
was then half his fortune,
when they divorced in 1989.
The Oscar-winning director
is now worth $3 billion.

Baseball Celebrates
.Jackie Robinson
Day Across U.S.

Many teams honored Jackie Robinson by wearing #42 on

Sunday.
LOS ANGELES -- ,The
Dodgers solemnly lined up
along the third-base line,
. each and every one wearing
No. 42.
Jackie Robinson broke
major league baseba1l's co:tor
barrier on .Apr-iL 15, 19 4 7,
with the Brooklyn ·Dodger ,
and. the sport celebrated the
60th - anniversary of his
debut throughout the country Sunday, when more than
200 players, managers and
coaches wore his number.
"I've often said that baseball's most powerful moment
in its really terrific history
was Jackie Robinson's
coming into baseball," com. missioner Bud Selig said
during an on-field ceremony
' before the Dodgers beat San
Diego 9-3.
"It's an inctredible storynot just for baseball, but for
soc iety. Jackie was an
·American hero and the ultimate
barrier-breaker.

Kobe Scores
50; Helps Team
Clinch Playoff
Spot

t

0

Mike Tyson's Set For
Trial And Video
Appearance

~
~
1\)

LOS ANGELES- Kobe
Bryant had the touch, so he
kept taking shots.
Bryant finished with 50
points on 18-of-25 shooting
Sunday night to carry the
Lakers to e 109-98 victory
over Seattle that clinched a
playoff spot for Los Angeles.
"We feel much better. We
needed this type of win ,"
Bryant said after the Lakers
won for just the third time in
11 games.
Bryant said that when the
playoffs begin, he may score
a lot of points and he may
not.
"If the jumper is on, we'll
ride it out," he said. "If it's
not, we'll have to find another way to win. Our defensive
continuity is going to be our
biggest challenge."
Phil Jackson, whose
teams have never missed the
playoffs in his 17 years as an
NBA coach, said the Lakers
still have a lot of work to do.
The Lakers, who have one
regular-season game remaining, at Sacramento on
Wednesday night, will finish
seve nth or eig hth in the
Western Conference and face
either Dallas or Phoenix in
the first round .
Bryant scored 50 or more
for the lOth time this season,
the third-high es t total in
NBA history behind Wilt
Chamberlain's 45 times
with 50 or more in 1961-62,
and Chamberlain's 30
times the following season.
Bryant hfts reached the 50point plateau 21 times in his
career.

Mike Tyson, who has been
tapped to shoot a promotional
video for an upcoming
Bollywood film , will face drug
possession charges in a trial
scheduled to take place in
August in Arizona.
In late January, Iron Mike
pleaded not guilty to felony
drug possession charges and
two misdemeanor counts of
driving under the influence of
drugs stemming from an
arrest last December in
MIKElYSON
Scottsdale, Arizona . Tyson
was pulled over by police
after leaving a nightclub. A due to get his groove on to
search uncovered cocaine in Indian pop music in a promo
his pocket and in his car, says video for "Fool and Final," a
Maricopa County Superior comedy from the country's
Court officials.
film industry, known as
During a hearing on Bollywood.
Thursday Tyson's attorney,
"It's finalized," the film's
Richard
Schonfeld, publicity rep N. Chattani,
requested a month-long post- told AP. "Tyson will be shootponement to view all the evi- ing the music promo with the
dence in the case. The delay entire cast."
was granted and Tyson's
Besides the instant publicitrial date was scheduled for ty he brings to the project,
August 20.
Tyson, 40, was chosen by the
Prosecutors have. said they producers because the film's
plan to seek the maximum star, action hero Sunny
prison sentence of seven-and- Deol, plays a boxer in the
a-half years if Tyson is con- film, according to Chattani.
victed on all charges, a
"The movie is a laugh riot,
spokesman said.
and the filmmakers thought
Meanwhile, the 40-year-old Tyson would be great in the
former heavyweight champ is promo," Chattani said.
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NFL Pro-Bowler
Calls It Quits
KANSAS CITY, Mo. -- Will
Shields, Kansas City's 12ttme Pro Bowl right guard
and the anchor for many
years of one of the NFL's
finest offensive lines,
announced on his Web site
Sunday that he's retiring
after 14 seasons.
A third-round draft choice
out of Nebraska in 1993,
Shields had made a teamrecord 224 starts, the second-longest active streak in
the NFL behind only Green
Bay quarterback Brett
Favre . He and former
Minnesota guard Randall
McDaniel are the only play-

Threats to his life were commonplace. Yet Jackie took
everything hat e -mongers
had to offer him. Not only is
he a baseball Ha ll of Farner,
he's a Hall of Farner for alltime."'
Hank Aaron and Frank
Robinson threw out ceremonial first pitches , and fellow .
Hall of F amers Joe 'Morgan - - and Dave Winfie ld were on
hand, joined by acto rs
Courtney B. Vance and
Marlon Wayans. Acad e my
Award winner Jennifer
Hudson sang "Th. e .StarSpangled Banner."
Adding a personal touch
were Robinson's widow,
Rachel, and two Dodgers
·for All Your Seafood ~ellghts, Marvin. Has Just What You l\le~.
who knew him. Broadcaster
Vin Scully paid tribute to
•Fresh & Smoked Mullet •Trout •Snappe
Rachel Robinson, and Don
•Shrimp •Sheap Head •Live Blue.Crabs
Newcombe, Robinson's
former teammate and a longtime Dodgers exec utiv e,
looked on.

Now Cooking Thurs. - Sat.
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WILL SHIELDS

ers in NFL history with 12
Pro Bowl appearances.
The Chiefs had been waiting patiently for Shields to
decide whether he would
come back for a 15th season.
Making the announcement
entirely without warning on
his Web site seemed in keeping with the privacy he has
closely guarded throughout
his stellar career. A teari1
spokesman said Sunday
night. the club \>.ras not aware
of Shields' announcement.
Shields, who strongly contemplated s'te'p ping down
after the 2005 season, wrote
on his site that the physical ~ 
requirements· of the game ~
nad become more difficult m
with each passing day.
'
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N.Y. Bench Warrants
For Rapper DMX

WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. -Judges in two cities issu ed
::::> bench warrants Wednesday
Ifor the arrest of rapper
DMX, who failed to show up
in court for either of his
pending traffic cases.
"In truth, I do not know
where he is," said Murray
Richman, lawyer for the 36year-old rapper (whose real
name is Earl Simmons).
"Why would he be hiding out
from a damn traffic infraction?"
He said the rapper, whose
albums include "It's Dark
and Hell is Hot" and "Flesh
of My Flesh, Blood of My
Blood," was in Arizona on
Tuesday, but had promised

Baby
Mama Drama
Continues For
Chris Rock
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DMX

to appear Wedn es day in
White Plains and Yonkers,
both north of New York City.
"He said he missed a
flight ," Richman said. "He's
always missing flights."

Lil Romeo Puts Down The
Mi~e To Go To College
Rapper/actor Lil Romeo,
17, the son of rap mogul
Master P has pledged to
hang up the mic for several
years and commit to playing
basketball for the University
of Southern California
CUSC).
The 6-foofjunior ~thlete at
Beverly Hills ·High averaged
13.9 points and 5.6 assi~ts
per game, and reportedl y
impressed coaches last summer at the ABCD Camp in
New Jersey. On Friday,
Romeo and· his best friend,
Demar Derozan visited the
USC campus and told
Coach Tim Floyd that they
plari to phiy for the squad
after they graduate next
year.
Proud papa P, born Percy
Miller, said, "It's great for
him. USC is a great school
ancl I felt like he made a
great decision."
P coaches his son and
Derozan on .the P. Miller
Bailers in tli~ spring and
summer. The founder of No '
Limit Records said his boy

ROMEO MILLER AND BEST
FRIEND, DEMAR DEROZAN
••aka Lil Romeo

will focus solely on school
and basketball for the next
few years .
"He can be polishing up his
film career at USC," Master
P said. "When he's finished
after four years at 21 or 22
years old, he'll hopefully be
able to take either basketball
to ·the next level or
Hollywood to the next level.
This is what it's all about.
I'm just glad he has the
opportunity to do both."
Derozan, meanwhile, is 6foot-6, 215 pounds and ranks
46th
nationally
in
Scout.com's list of the top
junior players in the co1;1ntry.

CHRIS ROCK

The woman who is suing
Chris Rock for child support, medical coverage and
attorney fees for her 13-yearold so n is withdrawing the
lawsuit she filed last month
in Georgia and will refile it in
New York, according to the
Statesboro Herald.
As previously reported,
Kali Boyer says the actorcomed ian, 42, is the fath er of
her son from a relationship
they had years ago. Boyer
said she only came forward
recently to ask Rock for support after her son fell ill and
suffered a seizure.
Boyer told the Statesboro
Herald that she moved her
lawsuit to New York from
Georgia's Bulloch County
after consulting with her
attorney, Brett Kimmel. No
further reason was given.
RocK and his wife,
Malaak, have been married
for 10 years. Last year, it was
reported that he was planning to file for divorce .
However, the couple remains
together and has continuously denied any plans to separate. They have two young
children and live in
Brooklyn.

Janet Jackson's
Bodyguards Conduct Get
Her Sued For $120M
A $120 million lawsuit has
been filed against Janet
Jackson over claims that
her two bodyguards grabbed
him and choked him.
Leonard Salati says the
alleged assault occurred at
Club Marquee in February
2004. According to the lawsuit, Salati attempted to slip
Jackson a note when her
security team suddenly went
into attack mode.
Jackson's lawyers had
attempted to have the case
thrown out, but Justice
Rolando Acosta decided to
move forward based on a discrepancy over the amount of
bodyguards assigned to
Jackson that night.
According to sohh.com and
other sites, Jackson's camp
says she only had one bodyguard with her and

JANET JACKSON

boyfriend producer Jermaine Dupri. However,
reps for Club Marquee say
she had three.
The judge reportedly said:
"Not withstanding [the]
counsel's valiant effort to
shield Ms Jackson [the law
grants] no exemptions based
on celebrity status."

Eddie Murphy's Ex Spice
Girl Upset ~ About DNA Test

MELB
..Scary Spice

A British newspaper ·is
reporting that former Spice
Girl Melanie Brown has
granted the request of

EDDIE MURPHY

Eddie Murphy and had her
newborn daughter undergo a
DNA test in an effort to
prove that he is the father.
A friend of singer Mel B
aka 'Scary Spice' has
revealed that her friend is
distraught that her baby has
been subjected to the DNAtesting procedure. She can't
believe that it's come to this
and .~hat F;.ddie hasn't just
~gd,· ~~- t the child is

hii"
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·Murphy· and ; rown
dated for six months last
.y ear b.efore the comedian
abruptly ended the relationship by announcing on' TV: "We're not together a~y
more." Within days, he was
seen hand-in-hand with·
Tracey Edmonds and told
a TV station that he wasn't
sure whose baby was being
carried by Brown "until it
com~s out and has a bloo~
test."
"The last week should have
been an incredible time for
Mel but it's been emotionally
overwhelming and she's been
constantly in tears," 'singer's ·
friend said. "The DNA test
was the last straw and she's
gearing up to fight back."

============~~~~------~~~~~~~============~-===================================~~

. Your Futurescope
ARIES (Mar. 21- April 20)
There's a rumor going around
that will surprise you once it
reaches your ears. You'll be
pleased with some flattery that
comes your way today . And
Clbout the rumor? It may very
well be true .. . so enjoy your
place in the sun!
Affirmation : I smile as 1 think
about far away places .

TAURUS (Apr. 21- may 21)
Take some time off for family
matters. Work has occupied too
much of your attention . Family
matters are not most in need of
your attention. Your attention is
most in need of a focus on the
emotional attachments that
family relationships involve.
Affirmation: A day of rejoicing
is upon me. I celebrate .

GEMINI (May u-June 21)
A practical solution is at hand
to .one of your inventions. Give
yourself some space to allow the
answer to come to you . Any
repetitive tas k, such as weeding
the garden or washing the dis he s
or car, will be conducive to you r
receiving the solution .
Affirmation: Luck is my best
friend today.

CANCER (June u-July ll)
Find your muse and follo ' v it
wherever it may lead. Ideas that
may at firsr seem outrageous are
in fact cutti ng edge . You have
your hand on t he pu lse of something big! Tonight you deserve
rest and r elaxat i on . Turn on
some good music, have a sip or

two of fine wine perhaps and
leave the outside world behind .
Affirmation : Facing down challenges makes me feel good
about myself.

LEO (July 23-Aug ll)
Plan for a big change in your
mode of making money. Your
plans today will have a clarity
that they might lack later on.
Think of the time period after
the ne xt few days as a chance
for a fresh start. Lay the groundwork now for a long process of
new economic thinking.
Affirmation: I give my brain
full power today.

Pay attention to the det.ails in
your big bright beautiful picture
today. You'll handle everything
that comes up if you keep your
focus sharp. A social event is in
store for the evening.
Affirmation: When I feel good
about myself, the world feels
good to me.

- - - COLUMN = =

ASK DEANNA!
(Real People, Real Advice)
True Reality & Cutting Edge Wisdom

Ask Deanna! can be
heard every Sunday on
KTYM AM 1460 at 3:00pm
in Los Angeles, CA.
Dear Deanna!

VIRGO (Aug. 23 -Sept. 23)
CAPRICORN (Dec 22.- Jan. 20)
Slow down and relax your
br ai n-energies I The universe
knows how to take care of itself
and of yo u. Give it a chance by
getting your mental schemes out
of t he way. Sometimes it is hard
but trust 1
Affirmation : I release internal
pressure by enjoying the beauties of the world around me.

Ll BRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)
An unexpec ted clash may arise
today from an unli ke ly area. Try
to mainta in a position as media t or, rather than join ing the fray.
Loya lties may be stretched , but
they won ' t break . What you
need is within you . Go there and
get it.
Affirmat ion: Success that has
been following me is try ing to
catch up.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24- Nov. 22)

Guard against a tendency
toward feeling "blah" today. If
you need to make corrections in
your diet or exercise program ,
don't be dramatic about it. Think
of it as rewarding yourself with
perfect health! If your emotions
seem out of kilter, then take a
little time out and meditate.
Affirmation : Shining brightly is
something that I can do even in
shadows.

AQUARIUS (Jan . 21 -Feb. 19)
Stay positive, don' t let nega tive people get inside your head.
You know that things wi ll work
out wel l. Ease rapid ly away from
anyone who is a naysayer.
During th e day things may seem
hard at times but tonight is fille d
with fun . Enjoy!
·
Affirmation: I change the way I
loo k at bus iness today.
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Ask Deanna! Is an advice
column known for its
fearless approach to reality-based subjects!

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -Dec. 21)
Yo u'll be energizing others
today as you speak what's on
your mind regarding spiritual
matters and masters. The quality
of your thoughts is very pure;
write yourself a love letter.
Affirmation: I let worry fly
away.
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I'm the babysitter for my
neighbor and the kid's father
is starting to make hints
that he wants a relationship.
He has given me flowers and
we shared a bottle of wine
when his wife was out of
town. He's putting pressure
on me to be intimate but I
don't feel comfortable in his
house. I need to talk to him
to see what he wants from
me and what his plans are
for his marriage. How do I
have this discu~sion?
Stressed Babysitter
Charleston, SC
Dear Babysitter:
The only discussion you
need to have is the one ask-

ing for your check from his ~"""
wife and ending your ser- 01\)
0
vices. This man only wants .......
you for sex because his wife
is away working and he sees
a willing babysitter. Don't
be flattered by the wine
because that was part of his
game to get you to give it up .
You don't need to discuss
anything with him except
the fact you're not interested
and he needs to find another
babysitter and keep it moving.

Ask Deanna is written by
Deanna M. Write Ask
Deanna! Email: askdeannal @ya hoo.com or write:
Deanna M, ·264 S. La
Cienega, Suite 1283,
Beverly Hills, CA 90211.
Website: www.askdeanna.~
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FUNERALS I MEMORIAMS

MR. LEONARDO
ANTI ONE
THOMAS SR.
MR. EULYSEE BRIM
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Helix High Schoo l in San
Diego where he mad e many
life long friends. After leaving Ca lifornia , Leonardo
attended Job Cot·ps in
Little Rock, Arkansas.
After a few years in Little
Rock, Leo decid e d to follow
the urging .of his parents
and move to Tampa. In
attempt t o always k ee p
t hings moving in a pos itiv e
direction ,
Leo na rdo
received hi s Certification
as an A i 1· Con d it ion i n g
Technician at Tampa Ba y
Technica l High Sc hool and
l ater worked for Lloyd's
Air Conditioning.
Always aspiring to be an
entrepreneur, Leo pla ye d
an intricate role in startin g
up a sma ll , but s u cces ful
IT
consulting
firm.
Leonardo also endeavored
to break out into t h e music
entertainment industry
with severa l local Hip Hop
and R & B groups (recently
being signed as the CEO to
the newly formed" tarving
Artist" record lab e l) .
He wa s preceded in d eat h
b y hi g randfath e r , Rev.
Tony Thomas and ML
Claude Thomas.
He leave to cheri h hi
memory: his wife, Aprille
Danielle Doss Thomas; hi
chi ldren , son, Leonardo
Antoine Thomas, Jr., and
daughter , Destiny Alexi
Thomas an d Dasia Olivia
Thomas, of Tampa; father,
Lloyd Anthon/" Thoma ,
r. , of Tampa; mother,
Char l ene
Thomas
of
Tampa; grandparent , Rev.
Char li e Walls, Jr., and
Alvia Walls, of Chicago, IL
a nd Lena Thoma
of
Kingston Jamaica; brothers, Rick y Lamar Wall of
Little Rock, Arkan a ,
Lloyd Anthony Thoma , Jr.
(Diane) of Tampa, and
tenneth Roy Thoma of
Tampa; sister, Rose Marie
lo an (Maurice) of Tampa·
and many other loving and
cheri hing aunts, uncle ,
nieces, nephew , ou in
and friends who loved
Leonardo.
A HARMON BURIAL.
John Harmon, Ill, LFD and
.Jnme Harmon , owner .

Having left this journey
on Thursday, Apri l 12 ,
2007, funeral services for
Mr. Eulysee Brim will b.e
h eld on Thursday, Apri l 19,
2007 , 11 a.m. at Harmon
Funeral Home , 5002 N. 40th
Street , with Apost l e M.
Woodard,
officiating.
Interment wi ll follow at
Rest Haven Cemetery.
Mr. Eulysee Brim was
born February 14, 1932 in
Macon, GA.
Cherishing his memories
are: his wife, Mrs. Martha
L. Brim; sons, James Brim
and wife, Tony, Willie C.
Dickens
and
Tommy
Dickens; daughter, Brenda
Peterson and husband,
Jesse; brother , Roosevelt
Brim and wife; sisters,
Rosalee Davis and hu sband, Louise Brim and hu sband and Cora Brim and
husband; mother-in-law,
Brimmie M. Lane; a host of
sisters-in-law and brothersin-law; two godsons; and a
host of grandchildren,
nieces, nephew s and special friends and neighbors.
Visitation for Mr. Eulysee
Brim will be held on this
Wednesday evening, 6-8
p.m. at Harmon Funeral
Home, 5002 N. 40th Street.
Family and friends are
asked to assemble at the
funeral home at approximately 10:45 a.m. on
Thursday.
A HARMON BURIAL.
John Harmon III, LFD and
James Harmon, owners.

MR. LEONARDO
ANTI ONE
THOMAS SR.
Homegoing Services for
Mr. Leonardo A ntion e
Thomas Sr., who passed
away on Wedne day, April
11, 2007, will be held today,
Noon, at Sa lv ation Army
Worship Center, 1100 W.
Sligh Avenue, Tampa;
Major Mikels, major of the
church; Pastor Anthony 0.
Thomas, pastor of Bryant
Chapel C.M.E. C hur ch of
Tallevast,
officiating.
Interment will follow at a
later date.
Mr. Leonardo Antione
Thomas Sr., was born on
· May 9, 1978 to Lloyd and
C harl ene
Thomas
in
C hicago, Illinoi . After
moving from CHicago to
California, Leo attended ,

MR. WILLI E B. HALL
Mr . Willie B. Hall of 8458
J. R. Manor Drive pa ss t>d
away Monday, Apri l 9.
2007. Grave id e se rvice s
wer·e h e ld S unday , April 15,
2007 at the Garden of
Memories Ce m ete r y with
Reve r e nd Dr. John L. Gi le s,
officiating. Inte rm e nt follow ed.
Mr. Hall wa s born July 2,
1937 to the late John and
Susie Hall. He was a graduat e of Middleton High
School. Class of 1955 . On
Jun e 12, 1959, he join ed in
hol y matrimon y to Mrs.
Juanita V. Hall until her
p as ing on April 29, 1998.
To thi union two girls and
two boy were born.
Mr. Hall wa a retired
truck driver for the City of
Tampa. He al o was a former truck ddver for the
Tampa Tribune. Mr. Hall
wa a form e r member· of
Mt . Moriah Primitive
Bapti t Church, under the
lea der hip of Reverend Dr.
Willie Williams . Pa tor.
Other a ffiliation - include ,
Pa t Ma ter , Hill boro #
242, Tampa.
He leave to cheri h hi
memory: hi loving childr en, Wendy Greene,
Cheryl Hall Lewi and hu band, Rodney Bori Hall
and wife, Yolonda and
Travi Hall; four grandchildren, Ai ha Hall , Adrianna
Greene, Ja mine Greene
and hel a Hall; two great
grand hildre n, Adejah Hall
and Anasta ia Hall; bt·other, John B. Hall, Jr. of t.
Loui , Mi ouri; i ter,
Renea Wilson and hu band,
James, of Palm Harbor;
brother-in-law,
Henry
Jack on and wife, Venita of
Jeffer on · ity, Mi ouri·
i ter-in-law,
Marion
Council and hu band,
Jam e
of Tallaha
e;
broth e r-in-law Lor nzo
Ha
and wif Mar y of
ala; godmoth r (aunt),
Mr . Lilli
Mae
toke
Jack on and a ho t of
nie
, neph e w , ou in
and other on·owing relatives and fl"iend .
An·angement wer
entru ted
to
RAY
WILLIAM
FU.NERAL
"HOME,
Rhode
&
Northcr.n, Owner

Harmon
Fun r 1 H

J o hn W . I la nnon.
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EDGAR B.
HAMILTON

.LINDA C.
HAMILTON DAVIS

April 17, 1950January 17,1989

Apri l 17, 1954December 15, 2006

Happy birthday . We lo ve and mi ss you both very much.
You will always be in our hearts.
Yo ur mother, c hildren, grandchildren, s iste rs , brothers,
other famil y m e mbers and friends.

BIRTHDAY
MEMORIAM

RUDINE SIMS
Sunrise 4-16-47 ·
Sunset 8-31-06
Happy birthday Mom.
You will be mi ed but not
forgotten b : our kids,
Priscilla
(Lonnie),
atherine and Fred im
(Lisa); and your 11 grand ·
3 great grand · your i ter;
mother; arid brothers.
Let
not forget your
nieces, nephews, and special friend, Mary Hill.
Love a lw ays, Pri cilia.

•••

REMEMBERING
YOUONYOOR
BIRTHDAY

ELIZABETH
P. SMITH
April 13th
You were such a great
mother. Cooking us breakfast, lunch and dinner. You
took us to Sunday School
and church. You sent us to
co.Jlege. You helped us with
our children.
We will never forget yo u.
We will see yo u again on
the other s ide.
Sadly missed by your husband Henry J. Smith, Jr.,
and
hildren
Herbert
mith Harold mith, Carol
and Henr
J.

IN LOVING MEMORY, HAPPY
BIRTHDAY FOR THE tATE
Mama, Honey, it' been
ven years now, and it
eem like e terday. We
mi s and love you.
Your husband, Thomas
Turnet·, Ha · I m (E t t·)
Tut· n er, Deborah Turner
ampbell, Brenda (Jo eph
Jr.,) Wa hington, yo ur
grandc hildt· n and gr at
g rand hildr n brother ·
ni
, n phew - famil
and fri nd .

5 002 N . 40th SL.

626-8600

REST HAVEN
MEMORIAL PARK
"A Community Pride"
-4615 E. Hanna• Tampa33610

Spaces • Monuments • Markers

DISCOUNT AVAILABLE

626-2332

t

MRS: CHRISTINE
SIMMONS TURNER
April 20,, 1939April 17 2000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,~
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FLORIDA FISH AND WILDLIFE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
BID NUMBER:

FWC 06/07-104

BID TITLE:

Taylor Lake Park Revegetation

PRE-BID OPENING:

April13, 2007@ 1:00 P.M.

BID OPENING:

April 25, 2007@ 2:30P.M.

CONTACT PERSON:

Edwin Roman (727) 243-4114

Childcare
Now Hiring FIT & PIT
Teachers For Infants,
Toddlers And Pre-K.
Morning And Afternoon
Shifts Available.

Experienced Office
Personnel
Highly Motivated FT/PT
Must Know Computers Also
Experienced Telemarketers
Must Own Car Start Today!!'
(813) 630-9827

NOTICE OF LANDMARK DESIGNATION REVIEW
The Historic Resources Review Board of Hillsborough County,
Florida, will hold a public hearing to consider recommending the
Landmark designation of the following property to the
Hillsborough County Board of County Commissioners:
Oak Grove United Methodist Cemetery
Located at 3012 "'!· Sitka Street, Tampa, Florida

Graphic Artist/Designer
Needed
MAC & Windows (A MUST)
CS2/Quark/l llustrator
Plublisher/Photoshop
Full Or PT Position
USF Area
(813) 546-3311

This public hearing will be held on May 15, 2007, starting at 4:00
p.m. at County Center. 601 E. Kennedy Boulevard, 26th Floor
Conference Room B Tampa, Florida. All interested parties are invited to appear at the meeting and be heard in order to provide citizen
input to the County prior to the formulation of the staff report and recommendation submitted to the Board of County Commissioners with
respect to the proposed Landmark designation.
For further infonnation, please contact:
Elaine Lund, Historic Preservation Planner
Planning and Growth Management Department
(813) 276-8387

Now Hiring
Licensed/Experienced
Barbers And Braiders For
An Upscale Salon With A
Professional Atmosphere
Located In Lutz
(Pasco County)
(813) 949-7477
Childcare

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT
PROJECT REQUIRING CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT SERVICES
The SCHOOL BOARD OF HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY . Florida . announces
that professional construction management services will be required for the
following project: ·

Ancillary Office Building

Drivers Needed
7 Days Per Week
Morning & Evening Shifts

CDA Required
Full Time
Positions Available

Contact Dr. Mill~r
(813) 965-8497

Call (813) 248-3073

Call (813) 910-4163

For
a
complete
copy
of
the
bid,
go
to
http://fcn.state.fl.us/owa_vbs/owa/vbs_www.main_menu or Fax your
request to (850) 921-2000

Er.Qj~g

Childcare Teachers
Needed

~~Qp~fWork

~

New Facility- Interior Buildout

54 ,460.000

Any applicant interested in providing construction management services
- shall make application by submission of the materials prescribed
in the Project Information Packet.The Project Information Packet. additional
project information, and the weights associated with each qualification
and evaluation criteria can be obta ined by contacting the Planning
& Construction Office at (813) 272 -4112 or via the Internet at
http://rossac2.sdhc.k12 .n.usllnfo-Packet.htm. All material must be submitted
to Mr . j _ Thomas Blackwell, General Manager of Construction . 901 E.
Kennedy Boulevard, Tampa, Florida 33602 by 4:00p.m. on April 27, 2007.

PT Help Needed In
Home Daycare
Need 3 Hours Home
Daycare Class,
CPR , And First Aide,
Backgrourrd Check
Interested Call
(813) 621-0053
Drivers
Limited Availability ForSE .
Dedicated Regional Runs
Top $$$ Pay Package!! !
Home Weekends &
Some Weekdays!
Clean/New Equipment' !!
CDL-A Required
877-838-2378 x270
www.gotdt.com

AVON
To Buy Or Earn, Very Small
Investment. Now With More
Options To Earn More
Money.
(813) 832-4282
Deshongg@verizon.net
Now Hiring
In Home Supports
Experience Working With
Disabled And Elderly
Variable Schedule
In-Service Training
Clean Background
(813) 650-1395

CNA
Starting Pay
7- 3 $9.75-$10.75
3-11 $10.75-$11 .75
Full Time
Great Benefits, 401 k
Raise In April
Pleasant, Courteous
Work Environment
LTC Experience Required

Apply In Person
Delta Health Care
1818 E. Fletcher
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General Manager of Procurement
Hillsborough County Public Schools
Tampa, Florida

z
::!
z

Hillsborough County Public Schools, the 8th largest school
district in the U .S ., is seeking a General Manager o
Procurement to serve as the district's principal purchasing
official. The successful candidate will be responsible for
directing the timely procurement of supplies, equipment
and services needed by the Hillsborough County Public
Schools in accordance with the School District Procurement
Policy and all other applicable, federal , state and local laws,
regulations, policies and procedures.
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Salary:
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~
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Qualifications: A master's degree (or equivalent
combination of degree and specified experience) with
progressively responsible experience in procurement with
knowledge of relevant state and local laws, ordinances, rules
and regulations and with a minimum of six years
administrative , supervisory or management experience .
Public sector or government experience with a bachelor's
degree or higher in Business Administration , Business
Management or Finance preferred.
Starting

1

$93,589 ,

plus

benefits
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Interested , eligible applicants must follow· the Internet
appl ication process described at http:www.sdhc.k12 .fl.us .
Click Employment, click Administrative Vacancies; scroll to
the posting for General Manager of Purchasing.

~
~

Deadline to apply is Tuesday, May 1, 2007, at 4:00P.M.

THE SCHOOL BOARD OF
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA

Blue Cross Blue Shield de Florida

MARY ELLEN EllA
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

"This Is It"
Licensed, Motivated And
Professional Stylists Are
Invited To Grow With Us.
Call Jay (813) 458-0711
Don't Wait!
Start Todayll
PT Cleaning Personnel
Experienced & Highly
Motivated Must Have
Transportation
(813) 630-9827

Sir Dunn
Janitorial Services
Looking For Self-Motivated,
Reliable People Willing To
Work Nights And Evenings.
Some Experience Required,
But Will Train . Must
Have Own Dependable
Transportation .
NO DRUGS ALLOWED
Call (813) 770-7722
Or (813) 333-2236
Ask For David Or Cheryl

Esta en busca de nuevos agentes para ·sus. Agencias Generales Contratadas
en las areas de Hillsborough y Pinellas. Le ayudamos a empezar una nueva
carrera . Le pagaremos un curse de 40 horas, asi como los materiales d~l
curse y el examen para obtener Ia Licencia del Estado. · Tambien le pagaremos
mientras usted toma Ia clase, y le ofreceremos entrenamiento ·acerca de m.iestros productos . Ademas, le garantizamos colocaci6n en una de nuestras
celentes oportun.id~des
Agencias Generales Contratadas, en donde tendra ex_
de ventas, que le llevaran por el camino comprobado hacia el ex.itp. ' Los
aspirantes deberan demostrar que son bilingoes (ingles-espanol) y necesitaran
aprobar una prueba de dopaje y una investigaci6n del historial personal.
Envienos su resume via fax al (813) 882-7655.
~----------------------~--------------------------------~~- .' ,.
~ · .j
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Children With Joy

Palm River

Tampa - Brandon Area

HUD HOMES!

<
<
c

Looking For A Loving &
Caring Person
Part-Time And Full-Time
Caregivers For Toddler And
Infant Room

3/2/1 - Newly Renovated
Block, CHA
Great Neighborhood
No Money Down
$1 ,500/Monthly

3 And 4 Bedroom Homes
Starting At $125 ,000
0 Down - Closing Cost Paid

4/ 2 - $243/Morithly
5% Down , 20yrs 8%

Call (813) 231-2059

Call (813) 716-8252

For More Info Call
(813) 477-6447
·Or (813) 477-6449

Child Care

Clair Mel Home For Sale
1330 Windsor Way 33619

Now Hiring FIT & PIT
Teachers For Infants,
Toddlers, And Pre-K
Morning And Afterrnoon
Shifts Available

Totally Renovated3/1
New Tile/Carpet
No Money Down
$1 ,000 Per Month

Call (813) 910-416_3

Call Floyd
(813) 727-6728
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Insurance
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You Will Earn
$1,000.00 +
From Week #1 Selling
Life Insurance In The
Exploding Senior Markef
Free, Fresh Leads Provided
Weekly
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For Confidential
Interview Call
(813) 504-1645

PRESS
OPERATOR
NEEDED

::J

z

Aoolv In Person

w

5205 N. Lois Avenue
Tampa, FL 33614
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HOME OWNERSHIP
Your Job Is Your Credit
Low Down payment
Lease 2 Purchase

Free Pre-Qualifying
Walter Brewer
MIDLAND REALTY
766-2033

4 Bedrooms/2 Baths
2 Car Garage
2,166 Sq Ft.
Vessel Bowl Sinks
Hardwood Floors
Granite Counter Tops
Stainless Steel Appliances
Builder Pay Closing Cost
$199,000

Irvin (813) 965-5413

4 Bedroom/1 1/2 Bath
Completely Renovated
New Electrical, Plumbing,
CHA, Also New Roof
$155,000
Call (813) 621-7493
6 Bedrooms
Bank Foreclosure!
$28,000!
Only $222/Monthly!
5% Down 20 Years
At 8%APR
For Listings
800-366-9783 Ext H489
3413 E. Diana Street
$165,000
New Home Being Built
3/2/1 - 1,500 Sq . Ft.
5.5% Interest Rate
$908.00/Per Month
No Down Payment
No Closing Cost
No Cred it Needed
1st Time Home Buyer
Program Welcome
But Not Needed
Call (813) 270-1188

RENT
TO
OWN

(813) 477-6447
Or (813) 477-6449

LOWDOWN
PAYMENTS
Own Your Own
Home Today!!!

3606 E. Comanche
2 /1 Completely Remodeled
New Laminate, Carpet, And
Tile. Newer Appliances,
Cabinets, Roof And More.
Only $129,900
Realtor/Owner Will Assist
With Closing Costs
Mike Williams Signature
Realty Associates
(813) 731 -7283
realtormikewilliams .com

..J
LL

One, Two, Three, Four
Bedroom Homes
Some New
Many Areas & Sizes

New Construction
Just Completed

A 8 Dick
1 & 2 Color
Experienced
Preferred
Full Time Position

:I:

MILITARY VETERANS
NO DOWN PAYMENT

5908 Palm River

4/1 Block Home
Newly Renovated
Quiet Dead End Street
Many To Choo&e From

Call Jerem~

0

~13)

298-93 5

ce Located In
Ybor City

5/2 - $476/Monthly

For Listings
800-366-9783 X S748

2 Bedrooms/1 .5 Baths
Freshly Painted
New NC Unit
$89 ,900
Background Check
(813) 597-4383

Homes For Rent With
Option To Buy
$1 ,100 .00/Monthly$1 ,000 .DO/Deposit
31'1 + Bonus Room
Fresh Paint, Tile, New
Carpet, Large Backyard
Quiet Neighborhood

www.realtormikewilliams.com

Mike Williams
Signature Realty
Associates
(813) 731-7283

2410 E. 19th Ave.
3 Bedrooms/2 Baths
Front Courtyard
1 Car Garage
1,650 Sq Ft- S170k

(813) 229-2376

~<;n?

F

Qth b.vo

4 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, Lanai,
Large 1 Car Side Entry Garage,
On Large Corner Lot
1,934 Sq Ft- $175k
10 Year Structural Warranty
And Upgrades. 42" Maple
Cabinets, Stainless Steel
Appliances
Seller Assists With $5.000
Towards Closing Cost
Exit Exitreme Realty
813-716-0160

.

............
-PUBLICATION DEADLINES: '

Tue.sday Edition Friday @ 3:00 ~.M. ____..,___ Friday Edition Tuesday @ 3:00 P.M.

CLAS~IFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE

$8.. 00·- 1-20.WORDS And 50¢ FOR EACH ADDITONAL WORD OVER 20
' . ~ .. ._·....
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Search All The
Current Listings
Free At:

3 Bedrooms/1 ,Bath Central
Heat & Air
W/WCarpet
Will Take Section 8

,,

.

(813) 731-7285

2408 E. 19th Ave.
4 Bedrooms/2 Baths
Lanai, 2 Car Garage
1,709 Sq Ft - $175k
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For Fast Friendly
Pr(l(e,s!!ional S~ rvice

For Rent Progress Village

www.wexfordtownhomes.com

r

G~IJ Laura Williams
Miilin.fum Funding Group

Custom Homes Built By
Pro-Fit Development, Inc.

7903 Down Roy~l R.d:
Tampa, FL 33610 ,
ph. 813·333·1536.

...

Find Qut How Much Home
You Qualify For

(813) 735-5456

Townhomes at )Yexford • Models Open Daily

'

Call (813) 300-7652

Stop Throwing
Money Away

-3 Bedroom Town homes ·
From.The $1SO's.

.'

Financing Available 3/2/1
Huge Pool , Quiet
Neighborhood Close To
Everything
$200K OBO

Temple Terrace
Cond For Sale

Tampa's Next Great Affordable Neighborhood.

_.....,., "~

Temple Terrace Area

Belmont Hei!;{hts Are_a
3 Bedroom/1 Bth Home
CHA. Laroe Yard
Washer/Dryer Hook-Up
Section· 8 Accepted ·
$1,1GO/Monthly

C~ll (813) 21S-1951
3706 N.. 55th Street
House for Rent
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
CHA, Fenced Yard
$850.00/Monthly
+Deposit .
Call (813) 621 -5410
Or (561) 584-1288
Temple Terrace
3/2 With Garage
e.lo!:<k .- Real Nice

: Nlt~ Ta'mpa
312 With Garage
Huge Gomer Lot
Many Extras ··-

::l

Columbus Area

412.Pius 1/1
Huge ln·Ground·Pool

: East Tampa .·
Fi~er Upper ·
4/1 Block With.Ga~ge
(813) ·63.0~827
'.\

.
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. FOR .A.~~ rYQU~
.
Ct.ASStFIED.NEE;,Os~.~ ·'

CALL LaVORA @· .
(813) 248-1921 ·
FAX YOUR ADS 2417
TO: a1·3-248:.S218 ·
OREMAILTO.
ledwardsGfla~ntlnel.com
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House For Rent

2010 N. MacDill Ave

4 Bedrooms/1 Y2 Bath
Section 8 Accepted

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Excellent Condition
Section 8 Only

Call (813) 621-7493

(813) 240-8108
East Tampa
Fixer Upper
4/1 Block With Garage Huge
Corner Lot
(813) 630-9827
1, 2, 3 & 4 Bedroom
Homes Available
Locations All Over Tampa
Low Security Deposits
CALL 813-600-5090
INVVVV.REALPROPERTYWORX.COM

Town & Country Area
4 Bedroom Pool Home
CHA, Carpet, Tile,
Washer/Dryer Hook-up,
Large Den
Section 8 Welcome
Call (813) 500-1351
Or (813) 933-6771
Progress Village
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Fenced, WDH
Carport + Utility Room
$1 ,100.00 Monthly
$1,100.00 Deposit
Section 8 Accepted
(813) 451-9624
USF
2 Bedroom ,Townhome
Vaulted ~eiling, Carpet, Tile
AJC , WID Hook-up, Patio
Water Included
Section 8 OK
$725.00
Call (813) 220-3633
Section 8 Accepted
2009 E. Ida Street

Homes For Immediate
Occupancy
3/1 - 3507 N : 1Oth Street
4/1 - 8216 N. Brooks St.
$1 ,000.00/Deposit
Rent Starting AT $1 ,200.00
Section 8 Welcpme
For More Information
Contact Us
(813) 217-8906

Call 813-600-5090
INVVVV.REALPROPERTYWORX.COM

1907 E. Ida Street

Affordable Senior Housing

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
WID Hook-up
Section 8 OK
$975.00/Month

Efficiency Apartment
Available Immediately
Age 62+ EHO
Utilities Included
Subsides Available

Call (813) 270-3315

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Lease With Option To
Purchase, Tile Floors
WID Hook-Up
$875.00/Monthly _
Call (813) 359-7528

West Tampa Duplex

l>

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
700 Sq . Ft.
$625 .00/Monthly

2 BedroorT1s/1 bath
Utility Room With
Washer & Dryer Hook-up
Water Included
$725 .00/Monthly

2:!
I
.....

Call For Appointment
813-971-0341

2/1 Newly Renovated
Apartment, 1st Month Free
$400 .00 Moves You In
With Excellent Rental
History. New Kitchen/Bath
Hard Tile In Both, Hardwood
Floors, Alarm System,
Central AJC
Washer Hook-up
$700.00 Per Month

402 W. Amelia Ave.
1 Bedroom/1 Bath
Security Bars, AJC
Ceramic Tile
Background Check
$500.00/Montlily
$400.DO/Deposit

(813) 238-6353

(813) 391-7046
Newly Renovated
4 Bedroom/2 Bath Home
$1 ,300.00/Monthly
$250.00/Deposit
Section 8 Welcome
Please Call
(813) 382-2718
For More Information
Sulphur Springs Area
2 Bedroom/1 1/2 Bath
Townhouse For Lease
GatedCommu nity
A Low $720.00
Section 8 Welcome
Security Deposit $350.00
$25.00 Application Fee
Call (813) 740-0384
3 & 4 Bedroom Homes
Section 8 Okay
CHA. WDH ,
New Carpet, Tile, Paint
3603 N. 13th Street
7702 Taliaferro Avenue ·
3601 N. Devon Street
2221 E. 19th Street
Call Andrea
(813) 900-4344

Section 8 &
Senior Citizens
Move In SPECIAL!
$ 0 Security Deposit

2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Apartment ·
WDH, $700.00/Month,
WSG Included
Busch Area Efficiency
$486.00/Monthly
Includes WSG
(813) 210-0287
BUSCH GARDENS AREA
Section 8 Welcome!!
Newly Renovated 1
Bedroom, 1 Bath , Central
AC , Tile Floors, New
Appliances , Ceiling Fans
$625 .00/Month , Very Low
Deposit! Water &
Trash Included!!!!
813-244-7 435

1& 2 Bedroom Apartments
Controlled Access, Library
And Community Room
With Activities
Beautiful Landscaped
Community
Special Accessibility For
Hearing and Sight
Impaired
Well Served By
Public Transportation
Income Restricted
Leasing Office@

202 E. Broad Street
The Oaks at Riverview
(813) 231-7700
Oaksatriverview@verizon.net

looking tor a Qualitv Place to can "Home":t
Then look No Further Than

Tampa Pa~!.!Jiartments
1417 Tampa Park Plaza, Tampa, nortda 33605
[8131 229-1845
we Offer convenient Bus. Rail. Amtrak And Entertainment
Centers In Ybor Cltv And Sunoundlng Areas. With 1. 2And 3
Bedrooms. Public Ubrarv And uementarv School Within
Walking Distance. Tampa Park Has Become one Of The
Most sought After Communmes In Tampa.

li $720.00/Month (Includes

Don't Walt!

Water, Sewer, Garbage)
2 Bedrooms + 2 Batt.ls
WI D Hookup, Microwave,
Dishwasher, CHA

Waiting list Is Open
And Geninu long!
Get Your Application

13113 Leisurewood Place
(Behind University Mall)
Call Marian
(813) 8~2-9557

GET NOTICE PLACE YOUR AD IN THE
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
EVERY TUESDAY
CALL LaVORA @ (813) 248-1921
Fax 24/7 TO (813) 248-9218
Or Email ledwards@flsentinel.com
FOR MORE INFORMATION

Seminole Heights
Seniors 62+
Now Accepting
Applications For:

Floribraska Avenue

TODAY!

Duplex- Busch,Area

East Tampa

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
WID Hook-up
Refurbished Kitchen
Section 8 Welcome
Great Deal

Spacious 2/1, CHA
Fireplace, Sprinklers
Fenced, WID Hook-up
Water Included
$950,DO/Monthly
+ $950 .00/Deposit
Call (813) 451 -962~

Call (813) 261-7538
Or (813) 503-0493

-~

Snow Sun Villas
12301 N. 11th Street

2106 W. Beach St. #A

(813) 870-1830 Ext. 22
Progress Village
7910 Dahlia Avenue

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
CHA, Computer Room
Laundry Room
$500.00/Deposit
$1 ,000.00/Monthly
Angela (813) 231-3101
(813) 401-1829
(813) 237-0693

1 & 2 Bedrooms Available
University Area
Low Security Deposits

Call (813) 223-5214
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Tampa Heights Duplex
2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Large Kitchen
Close To Downtown
$600.00/Monthly
$300.00/Deposit
Call (813) 224-9040
Move-In Special
Section 8 Preferred
Bring Deposit
Won't Last
2/1 CHA Huge Yard Close
To Downtown
Call Today (813) 245-7009
'TI

Ready May 1st
6217 47th Street
2 Bedrooms, AJC
WID Hook-UP, Tile Floors
$775.00/Rent
Section 8 Welcome
Call (813) 626-0331
10010 Hyacinth Apt #B.
(Near Linebaugh)
Available May 1st 2/1 , CHA, W/D Hook-up
Water Included
$700.00/Monthly
S350 .DO/Deposit
Section 8 Accepted
Call (813) 986-3205
Or (813) 310-8500
Section 8 Only
Off Busch Blvd.
Clean Large 2 Bed room
Laundry Hookup
New Carpet!CHA
Large Backyard
$750 .00/Monthly
$300.00/Deposit
Call Dee Dee
(813) 238-6607
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Thonotosassa Area
(Near Will ia ms and 301)
Spacious - Duplex
1 Bedroom/1 Bath
Quiet Community
WI D Hook-U p, Water Sewer
& Trash Included Section 8
OK
$610 .00/Rent
$250.00/Deposit
(813) 968 -11 68
3813 34th Street#B
3815 34th Street #A
Completely Remodeled
Cozy Duplex
Very Quiet Property
Small 2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Tile/Carpet, Utility Room
W/0 Hook-up, CHA Section
8 Welcome - No Pets
Leave Message
(813) 340-9705
SUPPORT THE FLORIDA
SENTINEL ADVERTISERS
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ROOMS FOR REN
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Section 8 Perferred

Room For Rent

2928 N. 18th Street

Room For Rent

>=
<(

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath Duplex
Tile Floors, Large Yard
WID Hook-Up

$125.00 Per Week
+ Deposit, Air Condition
Kitchen Privileges

$125.00 Per Week
+ Deposit, Air Condition
Kitchen Privileges

en

(813) 230-8968

Call (813) 802-4930

Room For Rent
55 Years And
Older Preferred
$120.00/Weekly
$120.00/Deposit

3021- B North 48th Street
Duplex Apartment

Bed, Meal
And Shower
$15.00 Per Day
Clean & Safe Environment

Call (813) 231-2023

Nice Quiet Room
Nice Area
Utilities Included
Kitchen Privileges
Males 50 Years
& Older Preferred
$145.00 Per Week/Up
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2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Burglar Bars
$595.00 Per/Month
1st Month Free
call (813) 238-6353
East Tampa
Spacious 2/1 , CHA
Fireplace, Sprinklers
Fenced , W/D Hook-Up
Water Included
$950.00/Monthly
+ $950.00/Deposit
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Phone (813) 979-0868
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Grant Park
3413-B 53rd Street
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2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Washer/Dryer Provided
Security Bars, Fans
$725.00 /Month
$725.00 Deposit
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Call 813-505-7266
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USF Area Duplex

:J

1 Bedroom/1 Bath
New Tile & Paint
New Appliances
$600.00/Monthly
+ Security Deposit
Section 8 Ok
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Nice And Clean
CHA, Drug Free
$125.00/Weekly
$12 5.DO/Deposit
Call (813) 624-8540
Efficiencies
Large Living Room, Cable,
Lights, And Water Included
$225 .00 Weekly
$200.00 Deposit

Full Size Bed
No Drugs - No Smoking
Washer/Dryer Privileges
Utilites Included
$400.00/Monthly
Phone (813) 817-6716

Furnished Rooms
Queen Size Bed
$175.00/Weekly

<(

c

$100.00 Per Week
+ Deposit, Air Condition
Kitchen Privileges
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Call (813) 285-8147

Full Size Bed
$150 .00/Weekly
$150.00/Deposit

Christian Person Has
Rooms For Rent

Call (813)"900-6926
Or (813l817-2677

$110.00/Rent
$110.00/Deposit
No Drugs Or
Illegal Activities Allowed

Furnished Rooms
For Rent

Call Mike
(813) 770-2~66
Room For Rent
$130.00- $175.00/Weekly
Private Bathroom
House Privileges
No Drugs
Non-Smoker
I

Clean , Quiet, CHA
No Illegal Activities
Near Ybor & Downtown
No Credit Check
Must Have Job
$125 .00/Weekly
$1 z5.DO/Deposit
(404) 839-4629
East Tampa
2 Rooms For Rent ·

Call (813) 545-939
Nice Unfurnished Rooms

-

<;:HA, House Privileges
···Males Preferred· .
. '

."

· $200.00 Deposif
$450.00 Per Month
Phone (813) 661-4292
CD

1 Furnished/1 Unfurnished
No Drugs, Utilities Included,
Washer/Dryer Kitchen,
Living Room Access
• 1,
Near Busline
$500 Down/$500 Month
-r ,. -· Per Room
813-416-1184
Or 954-559-2232
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SUPPORT THE FLORIDA
SENTI.NEL ADVERTISERS

(813) 622-8196
Also If Seeking
Employment
Please Contact
Registration # 228829

UTOMOBILES

Just Like Home
Leave Message
Immediate Response
First Week Rent
+Security
$100.00- $150.00/Weekly
Furnished And Unfurnished

97' Honda Civic
$700.00!

Full Size Bed
$11 0/We~kly -$440/Monthly
Twin Bed
$95 Weekly/$380/Monthly
$1 00 Deposit &
$15.00 Application Fee
All Utilities Included

Police Impounds
Available Now!
Many Makes And Models

(813) 319-5646

(813) 293-7918

For Listings Call
800-366-9813 Ext. K027
95' Toyota Corolla
$549.00
Police Impounds And Repos
Available· Now!
Cars, Trucks And SUV's
For Listings Call
1-800-749-8167 Ext. 9398

$500! Police Impounds!
Hondas, Chevys, Acuras,
Toyotas, Etc. from $500!
For Listings Call
Frl

:\f>~~

1993 Ford Explorer
103,914 Miles
$1 ,500.00 OBO
C::.ll

{R13) 600-9189

Furnished Clean
Quiet R•>oms

Room For Rerit

Assisting Elderly And
Disabled Persons Maintain
Independence In Their
Home. Well Visits Provided.

1216 E. 12th Avenue
Ybor

ROO-:\f>f>-~R1 :\

(813) 50~ .J;..tnn
Or (813) 902-1351

en

Call (813) 516-7719

(813) 927-2878

Clair Mel Area

II ;{·1·MkJ 4·1;I ·j i ~iII

w

$125.00 Per Week
+ Deposit, Air Condition
Kitchen Privileges

Phone (813) 915-9406

(813) 263-6460
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Rooms For Rent

$120.00/\ Veekly
CHA,Cable Utilities
On Bus tine
Efficiencies Av 1ilable Also
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Call (813) 500-5885

Clair Mel Area
Room For Rent

Call (813) 802-4930

Homemaker And
Companion Services

95' Nissan Altima
$775.00!
Good Engine!
Buy Police
Impounds/Repos!
For Listings
Call 800-366-9813
Ext. K062

BUSINESS OPPORTU

C.C.'s Carpet Cleaning
1-3 Rooms
ONLY - $24.95
No Hidden - CHARGES !
Call (813) 626-7303
(813) 325-4330 Cell

• Find You ACorner And Make Quick
Monev In ACouple 01 Hours!
Cost

Profit

$5.00

$2.50

$10.00

$5.00

$15.00

$7.50

$20.00

$10.00

$25.00

$12.50

$50.00

$25.00

$100.00

$50.00

$200.00

$100.00

220721st Ave. • Tampa, Fl33605
[8131 248-1921

Ple.~se Cont!cl ShninaT. SealF~r [nr,llment Fatk<l(s).

FOR ALL YOUR CLASSIFIED .
. ,. NEEDS...
CALLUlVORA
@ (813) 248-.1921
Fax Your Ads 24 HRS. TO
(81 3) 248-9218
Or Email:- '
-

ledwards@flsentinel.com
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RUISES
MAKE YOUR NEXT
VACATION OR
FAMILY
CELEBRATION
A CRUISE

(JJ

0

WE BUY JUNK CARS
AND TRUCKS
CALLJ.R.
(813) 966-3501

CALL GLORIA FOR
GREAT RATES!!!!!

We Will Buy Your
Junk Cars, Trucks
And Vans

813-973-1080

Call Penny
(813) 621-0163

ENTAL
FREE DENTAL
Adults & Children
Cleanings, Fillings
Extractions
813-980~9070

Wanted Dead Or Alive
Unwanted Cars
And Trucks.
We Pay Cash!
We Will Come To You
Phone (813) 385-7713
We Pay "TOP" $CASH$
For Junk Cars, Trucks
Vans And Motorcycles
Running Or Not
We Pick Up Any
Junk Metal For FREEl
Phone (813) 695-2438

DNA Paternity Testing
Legal or personal testing
available. Results in JUSt
3 DAYS No Collection Fees
NO BLOOD I
in Tampa
Payment options available
http .//dnatestingsolutions com

DNA Testing Solutions
11972 N. Florida Avenue
(813) 915-0000

• All Your Electrical Needs
* Free Estimates
* Lighting
• W1nng
* Circuit Breakers
* Convenient Service
Call Marcus Smalls
(813) 625-6699

We Can Help
Call Today
(813) 728-4182·
DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSE!
We Buy Forclosure Homes
Cash In 3 Days
See Our Full Page Ad In
The Florida Sentinel.
www .rehabberssuperstore.com

(813) 227-9240

Are You Looking For A
Professional Dress Maker?
* Bridal Party Prom Dress
* Homecoming Dress
* Minister & Church Robes
*Alterations
You Design It, We Make It
& Many More
Call Speed (813) 988-4575

aa! '1-l'hi :r·'M Jl
Don't Be Fooled
By Others

Phone(813)727-6728
MAC DADDY
Lawn Service
Hauling And
Clean-Up

Need Money?
Law Suit Pending
Car Accidents
Wokers Compensation
Slip & Fall
Get Money In 2-3 Days
No Credit Check
Call (813) 298-4370
Or (813) 917-5521
Licensed

MORTGAGE

Behind On Payments?
Save Your Credit!

Call For Appointment
(813) 567-1429

"We Do Best For Less"

Lie #470392

Avoid Foreclosure

$65
$85
$95
$25-$45
$65

Cash In 3 Days
For Your House

Phone (813) 245-9761

POWER -ONE
ELECTRICAL SERVICES

Micros Short Hair
Micros Long Hair
Body Plaits
Corn Rows
Weaves

Sage Properties
Group , LLc

WARNING!!!!!
Since running my "3 Days Cash
For Your Home" ad there have
been reports of other copy-cat
real estate investors trying to
manipulate people with empty
offers of quick cash and fast
closings . There are few
legitimate Tampa companies
that can honor such offers
R e ha b b ers Sup ers tore is lhe

real deal. Before you lose
any value in your home ask
the investor to provide
the following:
1) References: Ask to talk with

people who have recently sold
them their home.
2) Proof of Funds: Ask them to
prove they have the cash to
close quickly. Many investors
use a "Quick Cash - F-ast
Closing" tactic to get you to sign
on the line, then they run
around town trying to find
to
buy
someone
their contract.
3) Occupational License : Are

Cash In 3 Days
For Your House
Ready To Sell Promptly

they legitimate? Ask for
a
copy of their occupational
license.

Call Floyd 813 -727-6728
Drowning In Debt?
Own A Home?
GET CASH NOW!
Pay OffHigh Interest
Credit Cards
Lower Monthly Payments
I Can Help Call Nowl

At the Rehabber's Superstore
we have the cash to buy, and
we can close all deals in 3
days. More importantly, we can
prdvide you with our .
credentials. See our full page ad
in the Florida Sentinel to learn
more,
or
visit our website at:

Ann (813) 244-4770
Licensed Mortgage Broker
Innovative Mortgage

www.rehabberaauperatore.com
. (813) 227-9240
Kenny Rushing

Servi~es

We Buy Houses

STOP FORECLOSURES !

Call Us Today!
Homeowner Consultant
813-245-2580
813-630-9008

If Your Well
Runs Dry
Call Dave's Well Drilling
& Pump Service
Reasonable Prices At
(813) 986-0125
Ask For Dave

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSEl
Cash In 3 Days For Your
Vacant
Lands ,
Lots
Or Acreage.
See Our f ull Page Ad In
The Florida Sentinel.
www.rehabberssuperstore.com
-.
(813) 227-9240

SPIRITUAL READINGS
Identify Problems, Discover
Situations And Set Goals That
Will Turn Your Life Around,
Towards God. Candles, Oil ,
Sprays Incen se, etc. Sold Here
Sister Harvey
Call (813) 249-1199
Or (813) 500-0807

Professional Alterations
Specializing In
Bridals & Proms

Simply Tax
3502 N. Nebraska Ave.
(813) 333-6773

If Your Clothes Are Not
Becoming To You
You Should Be Comig
To Rosie
Pick Up Anp Delivery

Bookkeeping , Accounting And
Payroll For Small And
Mid-Sized Businesses
Taxation - 1 040; 1065; 1120;
990 ; 709
Employment Tax
. 944 ; 94 1 ; 940

(813) 850-2392
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Free Consultation
'TI
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Readings By Mrs. Green
Problems, Worried , Or
Unhappy? I Can And Will
Solve All Problems Of Life
lmmediately l Reunite You
Back With The One You
Love
Call For Free Reading
Toll Free
1-888-854-3031

EMERGENCY
Jacks $25 .00 & Up
Phones -Fax- Cable
Wiring Repair
(813) 850-5947
24-Hour Service
Lie# SP131 04

l•i;'·f1''t134'·WJ+I

Spiritual Worker
1-800-648-2993
Luck, Love.Money
Remove Ev1 l Spells
Bad Luck,W1tch Craft
Cross Conditions
I Jnn::~tllr::!l Sir.knP.!'!'

Money Blessings Donation
$25 .00. Master All Cases
Help In 24 Hours
Rev.Henry Jackson
P.O. Box 17049
Charlotte, NC 28227
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Trash Cleanup, Tree Trimming
And Removal . Or Any Other
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H a uli ng . C he apest Ra tes .
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No Job Too Big Or Small
Including Furniture Removal

m

Call (813) 285-4674
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We Buy And Sell Houses
In This Area

Sister Davis
Spiritualist Healer

Top Dollar I Can Help U Avoid
Foreclosure Or Refinance

Solves All Problems
Reunites Lovers
Remove Evil
Bad Luck Spells
Restores Nature, Luck,
Health, Happiness
Gives Lucky Numbers

Brenda (813) 238-8833
Sage Properties
Group, LLC

Call For A Free Reading
1-888-353-2149
Jamaican West Ind ian
Father Samuel
2121 W. Colonial Drive
Orlando, Florida 32804
407-841-2787

Need to Sell Your House?
Cash Deals in 3 Days!
www.sellpromptly.com
Call Floyd 813-727-6728
DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSEl

Known Around The Wo rld As
The Bestl If I Can't Help You, It
Can't Be Done. Specializing In
Cou rt Cases , Jinx Removal
From The Body , Resto res
Health , Happ iness , Peace,
Love And Finances.
Remember "With God
Things Are Possible".

The Good , The Bad
& The Ugly
You Keep Your Home
Estate Sales
& Lease Options

Roots To End Hair Studio
Relaxer
$39 & Up
Wash-N-Set
$19 & Up
Maintenance Locks
$39 & Up
12491 N. Florida Ave.
Call For Appointment
(813) 447-5793
Walk-N's Accepted

Cash In 3 Days
For Your House
See Our Ful l Page Ad In
The Florida Sentinel. ·
www.rehabbers.superstore.com

(813) 227-9240

All

If You Truly Want · To Be
Delivered, Meet Me At The:
Ramada Inn
11714 Morrla Bridge Road
Tampa,Fl
813-985-8525
I'll Be In Tampa On The
13th & 14th of Aprll2007
SeeYou There!

If Your Well
Runs Dry
Call Dave's Well Drilling
& Pump Service
Reasonable Prices At
(813) 986-0125
·Ask For Dave
I
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ATTORNEY .

ATTORNEY

. .

The Law Offices of

WARREN

WHIDDEN BROWN

BRYANT A SCRIVEN, ESQ•
•
•
•
•
•

ATTORNEY AT lAW
Personal Injury
e Wrongful Death
• Criminal Law
e

All FELONIES
All MISDEMEANORS
DUI
VOP's
DRUG CRIMES

•
•
•
•
•

DRIVER'S UCENSE ISSUES
All PERSONAL INJURY CASES
DIVORCE
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
MODIFICATIONS

State and Federal

P rob~ li on V i o l <~ tiO IL'i

Drug O ITI! nse.~
1

Appeals

H50

~~~~~~~ iolenl Cr ime (813) 272•2200

CALLI C81J) 454-418.

HOO

Sex O ffcme<

DUIJIIIJI

'

402 East 7th Avenue, Tampa, FL 33602

Se rvi ng Hillsbo ro ug.h. Pasco a nd He rn a ndo Co un ty

Free lnfumt>lion Concerning Qu:llifiotions & Ex1Jelicnce Av:libblc Upon Request. ll1< Hiring Of Ao
Allomcy Is An lmport:ull Decision lP.:ll Should Nol Be BlSed Solely Upon AdvertiS<'mtnl•. Before Yuu
Decide. A; k Us Tu Send You r:ree Wrillen lnfonnalion.

~~~ (~~~~fa ~:dr1;~~ ~~~~~~~~a~io=~a ~rAJ~:: ~~%~,a~r~~~:!~O.
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Criminal Defense

1\o nd MolloM

AVAILA8U 24/7 I CONSULTAnONS AVAILAIIU
31fl W. Dr. M.L KING BLVD. STE. 100, TAMPA, FL 33607

ATTORNEY

P.L.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
MIAMI - TAMPA

CRIMINAL DEFENSE • FAMILY • PERSONAL INJURY

DA.WSON

~
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ATTORNEY

ATTORNEY

BONDSMAN
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• Bond Motions
• Felony • Misdemeanors
• Traftic • Warrant· • VOP
• Personal Injury

::>

31 11 \V. MLK Stc. 100 Tampa, FL
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(813) 774-1800
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chuckgrecnc @hutmail.com ~
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ATTORNEY

ATTORNEY

Credit Available - 24

Service
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1112 E. Kenn edy Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33602
info@jjhlaw.net

JOYNER & JORDAN -HOLMES

813.229.9300

PERS O NA L INJURY I WILLS & ESTATES

BUSINESS I REAL ESTATE I MEDIATION
The Nmg ar a lawyer~ an ~ortanl d - and -.auld no1 be boNd upen lldeYorhornonto.
Befcre you decide. illk \ll lO o.1d you fne wnlon inlonnallon al>oul CU qualitlcalicn and oxper\enee.

ATTY
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(813) 223-1200

State & Fed. W. C. Cla ims
• Certified by Michigan State una•.... ..,.;rrvo
• AJI Job-Related InJuries
• Change Treating Physicians
• Collect Back Pay
• Hostile Work Environment
• W.C . / Ra ce Disc rim in a tion

Federal • State • County
Traffic • DUI • Drugs

FREE CONSU LTATION !

(b.c.pt For pg,. T1tJe VII Ca-)

220 E. MadJ.on Street • Suit. 1207, T11111pa, R. 33802

YWt .. on-line atiWWW. FOttDlAW.ORC. (Famt« U:.S.14rMf JACC At-.._,)
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BONDSMAN

Charles Russell
BAIL BONDS

BONDSMAN

GEORGE E. SHAW Against All Odds
B IL BONDS

Courteous
& Confidential

Hillsborough County

(813) 247-5092

24 Hour

Polk County

Dependable Service

328 Dorsett Ave. • (863) 678-0772
Lake Wales, FL 33853
Toll Free 1-877-437-2663

3414 E. 7th Ave., Tampa

SA

(813) 248·9229

BONDSMAN
Free Your Body!
Your Mind Will F~low

Lockley's Bail Bonds
Annie M. Lockley· Agent I Owner
7402 N. 56th Street ·
Fl
Suite 810 •

BONDSMAN

Office (813) 980-1600
Cell
624-5625

SECRETARIAL SERVICES ·

FREDDIE WILSON
H~naging General Agent

5006 E. Broadway
Cell (813) 300-9107
Joltn3:16
F"or God so lcMd llle world, !hit He - his onlr ~ Son.lhlt " ' - belieftlh In 111m should not perish, but h.-laslll\l lr..
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Beautiful White Hats

.....,

''The Voice of Our Community
S]Jeaking for Itse(l''

0n5ale
F'or Mother's Day
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4412 Lurline Circle* Tampa, FL

325· 7368 • m:~nmurrmruvanoo

(813) 248~ 1921
CHILD CARE CENTER

HAIR SALON

Orient Road Child care ~ '~ _,:1

FOBIIEB
IRS AGENT!!!

Development
Center ,Gil~~~~'· :\):<'~-,
.
.. ;; ;
5708 ?nent Road •

IRS CONSULTANT

630·1772 f~-·<'"~.t~.'t_~?;~-j

All IRS Matters

6:30 A.M. • 6:30 P.M. • Mon. • Fri.

Over 20 Years Experience

R. E. Mcintosh, LLC
E11rolled Agent

HANDY MAN

MORTGAGE

Disastet· Response:

I AetAs

Your Power Qj Attomey
And
Will Negotiate For You

Small Construction Service Inc.
• GOOD, BAD OR NO CREDIT
DEBT CONSOLIDATION • REANANCING

• Rooting • Windows • Doors
,• Dr-ywall • Til e • Pai nli ng
' ~ Kitchen/Bath Remodeling
• Room Additior~s • Concrete Work

:::0

c

Lie. #593575731
1 • Pre·k
After Schoolers
Breakfast, Lunch & Snacks ·.

flttsbnnd H elper, Connection A State Certified General Contractor Fnr
All }'tmr 1/rJm e Repairs, Remodeling A nd Brtilirtg Needs; A Resident &
Comm ercial /Jnilder
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• NO APPLICATlON FEE
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:t';.o:i FHANAICONVENTIONALLOANS

400 E. Dr. MLK Blvd • Sle. 103 •Tampa, Fl33603 • E-mail: yolandalntpa @aol.com
(813) 223-6151 (ofc) • (813) 546·3926 (cell)

Fax: 813-984-8324
E-Mail :
macmcintosh @worldnet.att.net -
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PEST CONTROL

PEST CONTROL
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Robert
L. Forde
Sule.~ Munugcr
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Subterranean Termite Treatment Crawl

$499.00 (Feh. Only)
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Access,foot Care Office & Home Service
\.17 Fungal Skin Infections/Fungal Nails
m Ingrown Nails
.

Wound Care
Heel Pain
® Bunions I Hammered Toes ·
00 Diabetic Shoes I Socks I Orthotics
t"l.'l Most lnsurances·Accepted
vv Commitment To Excellence
\;v

00

DR. BOWEN
Contact Us For Easy, Affordable Access To A Podiatrist:
www .Access Foote arc.com

1-866-435FOOT (866 -435-3668)
Town -N -Country • 6101 Wchb Road • SUite 309

Facing Foreclosure?
Payments Behind?
Need To Sell Fast?
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At Least 32
Dead In Va.
Tech Rampage

Sharpton
Receives
Death Threats

w
:::»

BLACKSBURG, VA -Govenm1ent officials told Tire
Associated Press the death toll
from shootings Monday on the
Virginia Tech campus has
risen to 32.
The gunman is also dead,
but it's unclear whether he
shot himself or was killed by
police. He was reportedly of
Asian nationality.
Tnename of the gunman
was not immediately released,
and investigators offered no
motive for the attack. It was
not immediately known if the
gunman was a student.
, Some of the dead were
stu,dents. Virginia Tech Police
(::hief Wendell Flinchum
~ said. one student was killed .in
9 the first · shooting -- at ·a
a: dormitory -- arid the _others
LL.
c were killed in an academic
z ouilding.
<
University officials said
~ - the shootings happene~ at
c
en opposite ends of the campus,
w
:::» beginning at about ?:1 5 a.m.
a~ West Ambler Johnston
~
Hall, a co-ed dorm that houses
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An injured person is carried
out of Norris Hall. Police say
the shooter went to Norris
after firing shots at a dorm.

895 people. The second
shooting was about two hours
later at Norris Hall, an
engineering buildiQg, .
The shootings spread panic
and confusion on ·campus,
with
witnesses
reporting
students jumping out . the
windows of a classroom
building to escape the gunfire.
SWAT team members with
helmets, flak jackets and
assault rifles swarmed over
the campus. Students and
faculty members carried out
some
of the
wounded
themselves, without waiting
for ambulances to arrive.

Girl, 13, Fatally
.S ho- _. outside ~.. ~. ~~
Teen HangoUt ·
HOUSTON - A 13-year-.
old girl died after she was shot
outside a popular southwest
Houston teen hangout early
Saturday, . KPRC Local 2
reported.
Houston
police
said
Cornisha McCo"'a_n was shot
twice in the chest while inside
a car in the 13500 block- of
South Main Street near
Hillcroft Street at about 12:35
a.m.
Investigators McCowan
was in a car in front of a roller
rink with her niece and
brother-in-law when· another
vehicle approached.
Sam
Monroe,
McCowan's · brother-in-law,
said he . was picking up
McCowan with a friend when
someone fired half a dozen
shots at his car.

CORNISHA McCOWAN
"I don't know. I don't even
know why you pick my car, to
shoot my car," Monroe said.
McCowan was driven to St.
Luke's Hospital, where she
died.
Relatives said McCowan
was a straight-A student who
never got into trouble.

9241 N. 56tfl St.,,Tampa, FL

· DUI Friendly,
Hardship License,
Suspended License,
State Filing SR-22 ·. ·
Owners.and~on Owners

3 People Charged With
Robbery, Carjacking
ST. PETERSBURG - The
St . Petersburg Police
Department has arrested 3
people on charges of armed
robbery and ca1jacking.
According to police, officers
were called to the Cactus
Motel , 1600 34th Street ;
North, early Tuesday morning, on a complaint of an
armed robbery.
Police -discovered Michael
Borders, 46, had been pistol
whipped and robbed at gu~-'
point of his -clothing, moiey
and vehicle by Trenton
Herron, . 26, and Andre
Young, 36.

Members of the Rutgers
University women's basketball team aren't the only
ones receiving death threats
in the wake of the Don
Imus scandal.
The Reverends Al
Sharpton and Rev. Jesse
Jackson, both leaders in
the push for Imus to be
fired for his racist remarks,
have had their lives threatened according to the police
in their respective cities.
The New York Police
Department said it is giving
Sharpton protection after
the activist received several
death threats, the most disturbing of which occurred
Friday morning during his
radio show on WLIB-AM,
said Charlie King, acting
executive
director
of
ShaQ.ton•s National Actio
Network.
"Someone called into the
radio program and said, 'Pro
going to
hunt Rev.
Sharpton down and shoot
him like an animal ,m King
told the N ew York Times .
LT. CHARLES "BB"
The call was not taken live
BA.lUUSON
.,.
and was not played on the
... shot to death as he sat in
air, but staff members alert- cruiser conducting surveiled the police after the caller lance of Rumors Nightclub.
hung up, King said.
On June 1, 2003·, Pasco
Jackson said he has
County Sheriffs Office Lt.
received 10 to 12 threats
Charles "Bo" Harrison,
dating back to Wednesday
57 , was conducting surveilor Thursday. Although he
lance on Rumors Nightclub
hasn't fielded most of the
in Lachoochie near Dade
calls, he said he believes
City.
there are different people
A-e. Harrison sat in his
behind them.

ANDREW

TRISHA

YOUNG

LEDGER

Trisha l:Jedger; .·27 , an
acquaintance! of Herron, is
alleg.ed ·to have set up the
robbery. All ·three fled in the
victim's vehicle after the robbery, but were arrested after
a police pursuit and foot
chase.

Jury Selection De~ayed
In Trial Of Acc-u sed · ·
DeputY·Killer

-
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REV. AL SHARPTON

CRIME - -·-

ALFREDffi'STEELE
..... accused of fatally shooting
deputy.

cruiser' he was sbot and
killed. A few days after the
shooting,
23-year-old
Alfredie Steele, Jr. was
charged with first-degree
murder in connection with
the shooting.
Investigators· said Steele
was distraught over the
. . . . . . . . . . .,..~~~~· d.eath of a friend who
crashed his car while being
chased by a sheriffs dep~ty.
The first 20 ' potential
jurors were brought into the
.
courtroom
and
asked
• . . . . . . . . . whether they've read or
3602 7th Avenue • Tampa, FL
heard about the case.
241-2301 Or 247-3719
Sixteen of them raised their
hands . Those jurors were
asked the extent of their
Keys Made I
.
69¢ and Up knowledge and if they had
formed an op1mon of
.....
Steele's guilty.
Attorneys for Steele have
Latex Flat White Paint .......... $5.99gal. conside r ed filing for a
Oil Outside White Paint ........ $11.99 gal. change of venue due to all
Roller Pan Set ......................... $2.49 ea. the p,ub.licity the trial has
getting,
3 .. Brushes ...............•......•...••...·..99¢ ea. Q.een
No jurors had been select.
.
.
ed by pre~s time.
\
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Arrest Made In
Hit-And-Run Fatality
Tampa Police have arrested and charged a woman for
a March 24, 2007 hit-andrun .accident that left a man
dead.
Police
said
Marlt
McQuillen, 43, was crossing
Nebraska Avenue at Broad
Street when he was hit by a
car that .fled the scene. The
accident killed McQuillen.
Detectives released a
description of the car the
suspect was driving, and a
citizen recognized the car
ELONDA GIBBS
from local television news
stories and contacted police.
That tip eventually lead with leaving the scene of an
police to the arrest of accident involving death.
.S he was released from jail
Elonda Yvette Gibbs, 26.
Gibbs has been charged after posting a $10,000 bond.

Customs Agent Charged
With Domestic Battery

Brothers
Wounded In
Shooting
Tampa Police are investigating a shooting Monday
. morning that left a pair of
brothers wounded.
Police said Reginald
Mike, 23, and Jonathan
Mike, 20, had just returned
home from a nightclub and
were inside their apartment
when an unknown person
opened fire at their vehicle
parked outside their apartment.
Police said the unknown
person fired several shots
from a weapon, possibly a
shotgun, using birdshot. The
brothers were struck with
bird shot and hospitalized
with non-life threatening
injuries.
Police have no suspect
information at this time and
the investigation is continuing.

Mother ChargEtd r n
Attack On S~on
1

Early Sunday , Tampa
Police arrested a woman o a
child abuse charge after she
allegedly attacked her son.
According to police,
Velouse Noel, 30, punched
her son several times in the
face and stomach, bit him on
the arm twice and hit him on
the back with a metal belt
buckle.
Police said the incident
occurred Saturday .night,
and the son sustained minor
injuries to his upper left arm
and swelling to his left cheek
area.
Noel was arrested early

VEWUSENOEL

Sunday morning and 1s
being held without bail.

11 Dancers Arrested, .,
Club Manager Cited 5
:D

~
CJ)

The Office of Immigrations
and Customs Enforcement is
investigating the arrest of
one of their agents Monday.
The Hillsborough. County
Sheriffs Office reports
Michael Lance Mitchell,
43, was charged with domestic battery and aggravated
assault with a firearm .
Deputies said Mitchell
allegedly held a gun to the
head of his wife and told her
she had a week to get out of
their house. The couple had
been married for 3-1/2 years.
Mitchell posted 41,000
bond on the charges and was
released.
Immigrations and Customs
Enforcement has decided
what punishment they will
hand down to Mitchell at
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Murder VIctim
Identified
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MICHAEL MITCHELL

this time, but hav e said
employees are expected to
uphold the highest standards of conduct both on and
off duty.
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ST. PETERSBURG - St.
Petersburg Police were
called to 2732 20th Street,
South on a r e port of g unshots being h e ard in the
area.
Police arrived and found
Charles William , 25, lying
in an alley. He died as a
result of multiple gunshot
wounds.
.
Police have no susP.ect
information to release at
this time.
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ST. PETERSBURG - The warrants on drug trafficking
Pinellas County Sheriff's' charges and another was in
Office announced the arrest violation of probation.
of. ll dancers and the citing
The dancers arrested were:
Patricia .Metzler, 28;
of the club's manager.
Vegas Show Girls, located Amanda Dziadul, 27;
at 10570 Gandy Boulevard, Jocelyn
Davila,
26;
was raided Friday night by Expedia Rodriguez, 48;
detectives from the narcotics Kimberly Beuchert, 25;
and vice section.
·
Corinna Shaffer, 22;
Detectives said numerous Nicole Ro'undtre~ 24;
complaints have bee'n .. Candy Shackett, 25;
received on the business ~ Karey Cetindag, 32;
regarding illicit activity. The Renaye Hicks, 31; and
business· was monitored and Kimberly Harris, 24. A
the ·investigation lead to · the patron, Davi~ Bowser was
· arrests of the dancers on arrested, and the club's man. char~s. inclu~ing t<],tal ~tidi- ager, J«,»nat~·~ 8~11, 36, ~
tY..a;nd•pfferiQg a~ts f:?fpr.osti-, .•was. cit~d for .aJJowing -pro- C)
· tution:'One of the ' dancers hibite<i: actiVity. in . an estab- m
had two outstanding arrest lishment that 'sells alcOh()l,
~
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CASH IN 3 DAYS FORYOURHOUSE!
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Day 1 ·
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Submit Contract
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The Rehabber's Superstore will
submit an offer to buy your home.
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Clear Title
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If offer is accepted the Rehabber's
Superstore will submit the contract
to the title company
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Day 3

w

Closing Day

w

The title company will clear the title
then schedule a Closing date. At the
closing you will pick up your check!
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